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INTRODUCTION 
As part of the study of the effectiveness of CEQA, 
185 EIRs, prepared by local jurisdictions, were reviewed . 
The purpose of the review was to gain insight as to the types 
of impacts that are being raised, the degree to which miti-
gation is proposed, the nature of the final discretionary 
decision in relation to the severity of impact identified, 
the nature of public input, and related issues. 
The EIRs were selected from those prepared by the 
following jurisdictions: 
The Counties of 
0 Santa Barbara 
0 Butte 
0 Sacramento 
0 San Bernardino 
0 Placer 
0 Imperial 
0 San Luis Obispo 
0 Fresno 
and the Cities of 
o Los Angeles 
o San Diego 
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0 Whittier 
0 Newport Beach 
0 Auburn 
0 Bakersfield 
0 San Jose 
0 San Luis Obispo 
0 Watsonville 
0 Vallejo 
0 Oakland 
0 Visalia 
0 Walnut Creek 
0 Novato 
0 El Centro 
In addition to these 23 jurisdictions, the sample 
luded EIRs prepared for four special districts. 
The data base derived from the EIRs reviewed is in 
readable form and may be interrogated for addition-
al summaries or relationships between EIR characteristics 
us a special computer program implementable on the G.E. 
Sharing System. 
Questions, comments or requests for information 
should be directed to: Dr. Anthony K. Mason 
General Analysis, Inc. 
Suite 1000 
5252 Balboa Avenue 
San Diego, California 92117 
The material which follows is organized according 
to the topics shown below. 
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TOPIC 
Method of Sampling .. 
Method of Review. . 
Characteristics of the Sample . 
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II-3 
II-4 
II-5 
Impacts Raised in the EIR Samples. . . . . . II-9 
Degree to Which Mitigation was Proposed . . • . II-14 
Degree to Which Beneficial Aspects of Projects are 
Raised in the EIR . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . II-14 
Degree to Which Other Agencies Held Regulatory 
Authority Over Project Issues . . .... 
Severity of Impacts Raised. 
Public Input. . . . . . .•...... 
Applicant Mitigation. . . ..•. 
Overall Impact of Projects and Discretionary 
Action. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Projects Included in Sample . 
Data. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1. Method of Sampling 
II-14 
II-14 
II-15 
II-15 
II-15 
II-19 
II-33 
In each jurisdiction, EIRs were selected by picking 
an arbitrary point in time and reviewing each EIR in 
chronological order as it appeared in the files of the 
jurisdiction subsequent to the selected starting point in 
time. An EIR was not included if there had been no dis-
position of the project, i.e., if neither the discretionary 
action had been taken nor the project proposal withdrawn. 
In the County of Santa Barbara and City of Whittier, EIRs 
dealing with oil development projects were not included. 
There was no attempt to pick projects with specific 
characteristics or EIRs with special processing or results. 
With the exception of one EIR dealing with oil in Santa 
Barbara and one dealing with oil in the City of Whittier, 
no EIRs were excluded from the chronological selection 
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described above. 
The reason EIRs associated with projects which were 
11 pending were excluded was that information as to the 
final disposition of the project was desired. While this 
could conceivably introduce some bias in the sample it is 
believed that the EIRs selected are generally representa-
of the populations of EIRs being prepared by the local 
j sdictions used in compiling the sample. 
The projects encountered and listed in a following 
section would be typical of what one would find in the 
f of local jurisdictions. 
Jurisdictions were not picked at random but selected 
to cover a cross section of geographical, environmental, 
political and social environments. Jurisdictions were 
by the consultant based on recommendations made by 
projects's Technical Committee and Steering Committee. 
Method of Review 
For each EIR, the following information was compiled: 
o The type of project. 
o The discretionary decision(s) involved. 
o The overall sense of the environmental impact, 
e.g., no adverse or favorable impacts, minor impacts and 
, severe impacts and not mitigable, etc. 
o The principal impacts raised in the EIR and for 
impact 
--whether there were mitigating steps pro-
ed the EIR. 
--whether the impact was of regional as 
to neighborhood or local significance. 
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--whether the impact involved was under the 
regular jurisdiction of some other agency. 
--whether, in the context of local percep-
tions and values, the impact was relatively minor or 
severe. 
--whether there was public input, and certain 
characteristics of public input such as whether it was 
specifically solicited, whether it raised an issue not pre-
viously identified, etc . 
--whether there were project changes made 
by the applicant, in response to impacts raised by the 
preparation of the EIR. 
o The nature of the discretionary decision, e.g., 
approve with special conditions, deny for environmental 
reasons, etc. 
Wherever possible this information was obtained 
from documents in the various relevant files of the juris-
diction. Where this was impractical, officials and staff 
were interviewed to obtain information. In most instances, 
judgments as to severity of impact, reasons for project 
denial, etc., represent those of one or more representa-
tives of the jurisdiction itself rather than those of 
the analyst. While a complete replication of the analysis 
of individual EIRs would probably result in some changes, it 
is not believed that any significant reversals in overall 
findings will occur. 
3. Characteristics of the Sample 
The 185 EIRs involved 217 identifiable discretionary 
actions which could be classified as follows: 
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TABLE II.l Types, number, and percent of 
Discretionary Actions Involved in 185 
EIR sample. 
CODE DISCRETIONARY ACTION NUMBER 
TTM Tentative Tract/Subdivision Maps 36 
TPM Tentative Parcel Maps 6 
UP Use Permits 42 
ZC Zone Changes 43 
VAR Variances 4 
LDP Land Development/Grading Permits 10 
PD Planned Developments 
(PRD, PUD, PCD, etc.) 11 
GPD General or Community Plan 
sc 
SE 
SL 
ANX 
SPA 
PW 
GP 
Adoptions or Amendments 15 
Street Closings 
Street/Highway Extensions, 
Widenings 
Sale of Public Lands 
Creation of Assessment Districts 
and Annexations 
Specific Site or Plan Approvals 
Misc. Public Works 
Grant Applications 
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2 
5 
2 
7 
19 
12 
3 
APPROX. 
% 
17% 
3% 
19% 
20% 
2% 
5% 
5% 
7% 
1% 
2% 
1% 
3% 
9% 
6% 
1% 
• 
TABLE II.2 TYPE, NUMBER AND PERCENT 
OF PROJECTS OR ACTIONS INVOLVED IN 
THE 185 EIR SAMPLE 
TYPE 
Public buildings and facilities 
Streets and highways 
Public actions not directly related 
to construction or engineering 
Construction of private housing (all 
types including mobile home parks, 
apartments, etc.) 
Creation of building sites or land 
parcel sales 
Commercial/Industrial projects 
Misc. institutional projects 
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NUMBER 
16 
7 
21 
69 
21 
60 
3 
APPROX. 
% 
8% 
4% 
11% 
35% 
11% 
30% 
2% 
TABLE II. 3 DISCRETIONARY BY JURISDICTION 
(SEE TABLE II.l FOR CODE) 
NU!-IBER 
SAMPLES JURISDICTION TTM TPM UP zc VAR LDP PD GPA sc SE SL ANX SPA PW GA TOTAL 
3 City ol Auburn 1 1 1 1 1 5 
7 City of Bakersfield 1 5 1 7 
12 Cetmty of Butte 2 1 5 5 1 14 
2 City of El Centro 2 2 4 
2 County of Fresno 1 1 2 
8 County of Imperial 1 8 1 10 
13 City of Los Angeles 3 3 8 1 15 
10 City of Newport Beach 2 5 2 1 10 
7 City of Novato 1 1 1 4 7 
9 City of Oakland 2 3 2 1 1 9 
H 7 County of Placer 4 3 1 1 1 1 11 
H 10 County of Santa Barbara. 3 1 3 1 2 1 11 I 
co 15 City of San Diego 3 2 2 1 8 2 1 1 1 21 
9 City of San Jose 1 5 1 2 9 
3 City of San Luis Obispo 2 1 3 
7 County of San Luis Obispo 2 2 3 1 8 
11 County of Sacramento 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 13 
15 County of San Bernardino 2 4 1 2 8 1 18 
6 City of Vallejo 4 1 1 1 1 8 
6 City of Visalia 2 3 2 1 2 10 
12 City of Walnut Creek 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 11 
4 City of Whittier 1 3 4 
7 City of Watsonville 3 1 1 2 7 
185 36 6 42 43 4 10 11 15 2 5 2 7 19 12 3 217 
• 
77% of the EIRs in the sample dealt with private 
jects while 23% were written for public projects. 
The 185 EIRs involved 217 discretionary actions or 
approximately 1.2 discretionary actions per EIR. 
Tables II. 2 and II. 3 show the types of projects in 
the 185 EIR sample and array the discretionary decisions by 
jurisdiction . 
4. Raised in the EIRs 
The 185 EIRs contained 1,178 principal impactsor 
an average of over six principal impact.s per EIR. 
The table below lists the majority of the impacts 
raised in order of frequency of occurrence in the EIRs. 
TABLE II. 4 IMPACTS RAISED IN EIRs 
AND THEIR FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
FREQUENCY OF 
IMPACTS 
Traffic congestion (access, etc.) 
Air pollution from project 
Aesthetic degredation (scenic views, 
vistas, etc.) 
Degrade native habitat 
Runoff 
Water pollution (contamination 
of water supply, etc.) 
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ALL 
PROJECTS 
64% 
46 
44 
37 
32 
30 
OCCURRENCE 
PRIVATE 
PROJECTS 
ONLY 
65% 
44 
41 
32 
32 
30 
ISSUES 
from project 
inducement 
space 
in character of area 
or neighborhood 
or provide housing 
facilities included) 
Erosion 
on users of project 
Loss of agricultural land 
Construction noise 
Construction dust 
Traf and pedestrian safety 
adequacy (crowding) 
Construct sance (not 
Se 
if 
revenues and expenses 
hazard 
supply 
of public 
specific) 
site 
or 
owners 
s 
to adjacent 
to general plan 
of water supply 
re hazard from project 
hazard to ect 
opportunity 
or design adequacy 
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
PRIVATE 
ALL 
PROJECTS 
26% 
22 
16 
15 
14 
14 
14 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 
PROJECTS 
ONLY 
25% 
18 
18 
14 
8 
13 
15 
13 
11 
8 
11 
12 
6 
8 
11 
10 
9 
10 
7 
9 
8 
6 
8 
5 
5 
8 
• 
ISSUES 
Dust from project operation 
Sewer adequacy 
Lighting nuisance 
Incompatible land-use (poor 
, etc.) 
Pricing of residential units 
Histor s 
spec s 
zard to users of project 
(general to eco-systems 
safety to users of project 
development 
l 
quality impact on users of 
project 
vector 
Power 
of 
ect 
transportation 
of project 
FREQUENCY 
ALL 
PROJECTS 
5% 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
Less than 
Less 
Less than 
Less than 
OF OCCURRENCE 
PRIVATE 
PROJECTS 
ONLY 
6% 
6 
5 
6 
4 
4 
5 
3 
2 
4 
l 
2 
3 
3 
4 
2 
l 
2 
l 
2 
Less than l 
l Less than l 
l Less than l 
l Less than l 
l Less than l 
Table I.5 shows certain characteristics of those 
impacts which had a frequency of occurrence of 10% or more. 
The column headings should be interpreted as follows: 
(1) Rank: a rank ordering of the impacts by fre-
quency of occurence. 
{2) Frequency of Occurrence: e.g., 64% means the 
impact was observed in 65% of the EIRs reviewed. 
(3) % Favorable: the percentage of instances the 
impact was raised as a beneficial impact rather than an 
adverse impact. 
(4) % Mitigation Proposed: the percentage of in-
stances when mitigation was proposed when the issue was 
raised as an adverse impact. 
(5) % Regional: the percentage of instances when 
the impact had regional as opposed to local or neighbor-
hood significance. 
(6) % Other Agency: the percentage of instances when 
the impact would have been reviewed by some other agency 
prior to approval as a normal responsibility of the other 
agency. 
(7) % Severe: the percentage of instances when the 
impact was judged to be relatively severe. 
(8) % Public Input: the percentage of instances when 
there was public comment on the impact or impacts in the EIR. 
(9) % Applicant Mitigation: the percentage of instances 
in which the applicant proposed mitigation. 
(10) % Special Conditions: the percentage of instances 
in which the decision-making body attached special conditions 
to mitigate impacts. 
(11) This colum shows the percentage of instances in 
which there were neither applicant nor decision-making 
body mitigating actions when mitigation was proposed in 
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H 
H 
I 
1-' 
w 
1 
l 
2 
9 
5 
1 
6 
4 
11 
(1) 
Traffic congestion 1 
Air pollution from 
project 2 
Aesthetic impacts 3 
Degrade native habitat 4 
Runoff 5 
Water pollution 6 
Noise from project 1 
Growth inducement 8 
Loss of open space 9 
17 Change in character 
of land, area, or 
neighborhood 10 
50 Impact on housing 
availability 
19 Erosion 
10 Noise impact on 
users of project 
35 Loss of agricultural 
11 
12 
13 
land 14 
21 Construction noise 15 
22 Construction dust 16 
20 
14 
44 
55 
Traffic & pedes-
trian safety 17 
School adequacy 18 
Construction nuisance 19 
Public revenues & 
expenses 
41 Seismic hazard 
20 
21 
(2) 
FREQUENCY 
OF 
64% 
46 
37 
32 
30 
26 
22 
16 
15 
14 
14 
14 
12 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
(3) 
% 
5% 
4 
11 
0 
2 
4 
4 
s 
3 
4 
65 
4 
0 
4 
0 
0 
10 
0 
0 
56 
0 
TABLE 1!.5 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ISSUES 
WITH FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE 
OF 10% OR MORE 
(4) 
% 
MITIGATION 
PROPOSED 
WHEN NOT 
42% 
79 
44 
60 
34 
35 
57 
78 
79 
65 
89 
21 
32 
90 
24 
30 
28 
50 
60 
88 
39 
(5) 
% 
24% 
88 
65 
88 
32 
61 
10 
93 
93 
70 
92 
36 
8 
84 
0 
0 
35 
60 
5 
89 
33 
(6) 
% 
OTHER 
AGENCY 
21% 
4 
1 
4 
36 
21 
4 
0 
0 
4 
0 
8 
4 
0 
5 
10 
30 
30 
0 
0 
17 
(7) 
% 
SEVERE 
14% 
2 
23 
12 
20 
23 
·10 
28 
13 
44 
8 
12 
20 
12 
5 
5 
5 
25 
100 
6 
17 
(8) 
"' PUBLIC 
INPUT 
67% 
89 
71 
69 
75 
82 
76 
80 
67 
59 
96 
76 
88 
75 
100 
95 
65 
45 
95 
94 
94 
(9) 
% 
APPLICANT 
MITIGATION 
19% 
4 
19 
14 
22 
20 
36 
8 
10 
12 
0 
13 
24 
5 
5 
10 
33 
5 
0 
0 
6 
(10) 
% 
SPECIAL 
CONDITIONS 
12% 
3 
25 
6 
14 
15 
21 
0 
j 
8 
0 
17 
4 
0 
19 
20 
6 
5 
5 
0 
11 
(11) 
WHEN MIT. 
PROPOSED 
% WHEN 
NO APPLIC. 
MIT. OR 
SPEC. COND. 
63% 
19 
4 
64 
63 
54 
6 
75 
33 
67 
100 
6 
71 
100 
69 
57 
62 
90 
88 
100 
91 
(12) 
WHEN MIT. 
NOT PROPOSED 
% NO 
APPLIC. MIT. 
OR SPEC. 
CONDITIO~!! 
75% 
95 
72 
90 
75 
B9 
63 
97 
96 
88 
100 
100 
75 
95 
100 
83 
60 
90 
83 
100 
71 
the EIR. 
(12} This column shows the percentage of instances 
in which there were neither applicant nor decision-making 
body mitigating actions when mitigation was not proposed in 
the EIR. 
5. Degree to Which Mitigation was Proposed 
In 85% of the EIRs in which adverse impacts were 
identified there was at least one impact for which mitigation 
was proposed. In terms of total impacts raised, mitigation 
was porposed for 48% of the impacts. That is, mitigating 
measures were proposed for about half of the unfavorable 
impacts identified in the EIRs. 
6. Degree to Which Favorable or Beneficial Aspects of 
the Project are Raised in the EIR 
One or more favorable impacts were noted in 27% of 
the EIRs. In terms of total impacts raised, 7% were favor-
able. 
7. Degree to Which Impacts H.aised Dealt with Aspects 
of the Project Which Would Have Been Regulated 
by Another Governmental Agency 
Approximately 12% were in this category. 
8. Degree to Which the Impact was Judged to be 
Relatively Severe or Relatively Minor in the 
Context of the Project and Local Perceptions and 
Values 
Severe: 17% of total impacts raised 
Minor: 83% of total impacts raised 
In 495 of the EIRs all impacts raised were judged to 
be relatively minor. 
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9. Degree of Public Input 
Of the 1178 impacts raised, some sort of public 
input, including special interest group response, was 
received on 278 or 24% of the impacts. Public input was 
classified as to whether it was or was not solicited, e.g., 
a phone call or letter was sent to the person or organization 
urging them to comment, and as to whether the comment raised 
an issue or provided information which had not been pre-
viously covered in the EIR 
Solicited 
Unique 11 
Duplicative 37 
Not Solicited 
Unique 53 
Duplicative 177 
% OF ISSUES 
1% 
3% 
4% 
15% 
4% 
19% 
Public input was received on at least one impact 
50% of the EIRs. 
10. Degree of Applicant Mitigation 
Changes the design or operation of the project 
response to problems identified in the EIR occurred in 
31% of the projects. There was some applicant response to 
approximately 14% of the impacts raised and projects were 
withdrawn environmental reasons in 3% of the cases. 
11. Overall Impact Identified and Discretionary Action 
The overall sense of the impacts identified in the 
II-15 
EIRs were classified as follows. 
IMPACT 
No adverse or favorable 
Relatively minor adverse and 
generally mitigable 
Relatively severe but potentially 
mitigable 
Severe and not mitigable 
(real issue was "no project") 
% OF TOTAL EIRS 
17% 
51% 
19% 
13% 
100% 
The disposition of the projects were classified as follows: 
DISPOSITION 
Project Denied 
o Environmental reasons 4% 
o Other reasons 4% 
Project Approved 
o With no special cond. 
o With special cond. 
Project Withdrawn by Applicant 
o For environmental 
reasons 
o For other reasons 
53% 
30% 
3% 
6% 
% OF TOTAL PROJECTS 
8% 
83% 
9% 
100% 
Table I.6 on page I-18 arrays the overall 
impact of the projects against the dispostion of the 
projects. 
When the issue was "no project", the proposal was 
denied or withdrawn for environmental reasons 21% of the 
time and approved 50% of the time. 
Of the total issues raised in the EIRs, special con-
ditions were attached to approximately 12%. 31% of the EIRs 
surveyed had at least one special condition. 
I I-16 
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In 49% of the EIRs there were neither applicant 
changes nor special conditions to the project. 
That is, 49% of the projects for which EIRs were prepared 
were either approved as is or withdrawn or denied for 
reasons not connected with environmental impacts. Converse-
ly, in 51% of the EIRs there was at least one special con-
dition or one instance of mitigation by the applicant . 
II-17 
H 
H 
I 
....... 
00 
OVERALL IMPACT 
Favorable or no adverse 
impacts 
TABLE I I. 6 
OVERALL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND DISPOSITION 
OF PROJECTS SN1PLED 
PROJECT 
PROJECT PROJECT WITHDRAWN 
DENIED APPROVED OR PENDING 
NO OR 
ENV. OTHER STD. SPECIAL ENV. OTHER 
REASONS REASONS CONDITIONS CONDITIONS REASONS REASONS 
0 0 26 5 0 1 
Relatively minor and mitigable 
impacts 4 4 51 28 1 6 
Relatively severe but 
mitigable impacts 0 1 16 16 2 0 
"No project" 3 3 5 7 2 4 
TOTALS 7 8 98 56 5 11 
~ .. _ 
TOTALS 
32 
44 
35 
24 
185 
JURISDICTION EIR/ID 
Santa Barbara 73-EIR-31 
Santa Barbara 73-EIR-32 
• 
Santa Barbara 73-EIR-28 
Los Angeles PR-8 
Los Angeles PR-13 
Los Angeles PR-15 
Los Angeles PR-18 
Los les PR-19 
s PR-21 
Los s PR-24 
Los s PR-29 
San 74-2-023 p 
San ego 74-2-025 p 
San ego 74-2-008 p 
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PROJECT NAME 
Cei 
Hotel 
Forest Academy 
& Vermont 
Mobile Home Park 
lona/Marina del 
Rey Condo's 
son Circle/ 
Sherman Way Condo 
ACTION 
TTM (62 Ac into 
6 parcels) 
CUP (Tennis 
Courts & Misc.) 
CUP,LDP (160 
Ac development) 
CUP, ZC (11 Ac 
mobile home park 
ZC (20 Ac. to 
accomrn. condo) 
ZC (18 Ac. 293 
unit condo) 
Bank 
lls Com. ZC (residential 
to commercial) 
& Venice ZC (R-3 to comrn 
Hatters & Re 
Is 
s l Project 
land TTM (42 Ac. 
condo l 
ZC (5 AC. RA-1 
multi-resident 
TTM, CUP (golf 
course & res. on 
8 0 ac. ) 
ZC (R-1 
Com. Deve 
Famosa Apts. TTM,LDP, 
ss Hei s LDP (205 
ts) 
SAMPLE JURISDICTION EIR/ID 
San Diego 74-1-031 p 
San Diego 74-1-034 p 
San Diego 74-1-007 p 
San Diego 73-7-001 c 
San Diego 73-11-1008 p 
Diego 73-11-1020 p 
San Diego 73-11-1017 p 
San Diego 73-11-1007 p 
San Diego 73-12-1008 p 
San Diego 73-12-1004 p 
San Diego 73-10-1013 p 
San Diego 73-10-1012 p 
Santa Barbara 73-EIR-7 
Santa Barbara 73-EIR-33 
Santa Barbara 73-EIR-34 
II-20 
PROJECT NAME 
Inspiration Pines 
Internation Indus-
trial Park 
La Salla Village 
Towers 
Mira Mesa Blvd. 
Project 
Kyocera Interna-
tional Plant 
San Carlos Dev. 
Emerald Hills So. 
Villa Monterey No. 
Mission Valley 
Properties 
John Sachs Proj. 
Hidden Valley W. 
Del Mar Pines 
Peterson Develop. 
Project 
Rancho Santa 
Ynecita 
ACTION 
TPM (split 28,000 
sq. ft. into 3 
parcels) 
TPM (split 20 ac. 
into 2 parcels) 
TTM (2-16 story 
condo's) 
PW (Highway 
extension) 
LDP (Elect. plant 
on 17.5 ac.) 
LDP (prepare 16 
ac. site for res.) 
TTM, LDP (133 
units on 38 ac.) 
ZC, TTM, SC 
(204 units on 23 ac 
LDP (807 condos 
on 19 ac.) 
VAR, LDP (98 unit 
Apartment) 
PRD, LDP (22 
units on 10 ac.) 
PRD, LDP (127 
condos on 80 ac.) 
TPM (55,000 sq. 
ft. into 4 parcels) 
TTM (42 home 
sites on 850 ac.) 
Laguna City Sanita- RES (grant applic. 
tion Dist. for water treatment 
SAMPLE JURISDICTION EIR/ID 
Santa Barbara 74-EIR~2 
Santa Barbara 74-EIR-4 
Santa Barbara 73-EIR-21 
33 Los Angeles PR-58 
Los Angeles PR-68 
35 Angeles PR-77 
36 Los Angeles PR-99 
Los Angeles PR-103 
38 Barbara 73-EIR-23 
Butte #1 
#2 
#3 
#6 
#5 
Butte #4 
5 #7 
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PROJECT NAME ACTION 
Street Ext. GP (amend 
tion element of GP 
Buelton rezone ZC (AB1301 re-
quired change) 
Condit TTM {split 720 ac. 
into small ranch 
sites) 
SE Corner Topanga 
& Rezone 
St. Vincents Hosp. 
Expansion 
Tujunga K-Mart 
West Park Jewish 
Comm. Center 
ZC (286 condos on 
18.7 ac.) 
SC (to accomm. 
hospital) 
ZC (99,500 sq. 
ft. store & 
ing) 
CUP (Comm. center 
on 4. 8 ac. ) 
Wash. St. & Mildred TTM (25 un 
Ave. near ocean) 
Cathedral Oaks CUP (expand c 
Tennis & Swimm Club facilities) 
Ridge Rezone 
Mooretown Ridge-
Craig Area Rezone 
zc (14 
ZC (12 sq. 
ZC, CUP (244 
mobile home 
les 
les 
Mathews Mix CUP (construe 
of readymix 
Hel 
Rezone 
Property ZC (one ac. to 
permit animals) 
' Open Space Element 
Rybar Associates 
Project 
GPA (open space 
element of GP) 
CUP (10 ac. 
~hopping center) 
SAMPLE 
4 
5 
JURISDICTION 
Butte 
Butte 
Butte 
Butte 
Butte 
Whittier 
Whittier 
Whittier 
Newport 
Beach 
Beach 
Newport 
Beach 
Newport 
Beach 
EIR/ID 
i8 
i9 
ilO 
ill 
il2 
Z73-05 
U73-04 
Z73-0l 
Z73-02 
EIR/NB 
74-001 
EIR/NB 
74-046 
EIR/NB 
74-047 
EIR/NB 
74-048 
EIR/NB 
UP-1737 
II-22 
PROJEC·l' NAME 
Northwest Chico 
Rezone 
Stilsen Canyon 
Subdivision 
K·elly Ridge 
Estates 
Paradise Cemete.ry 
District 
Pine Knoll Village 
Shopping Center 
Buffer Zone Change 
Youngwood Drive 
Tennis Club 
ACTION 
ZC (1160 ac. to sut 
urban residential) 
TTM (40 lot rural 
subdivision) 
TTM (792 home 
sites on 275 ac.) 
TPM, CUP 
(Cemetary) 
CUP (140,000 sq.ft. 
shopping center) 
ZC (20,000 sq.ft. 
lot adjoining free-
way from R-1 to M} 
CUP (20 tennis 
courts on 14. ac. 
site) 
Jess Frost Project ZC (92 unit apt. 
house on 2.75 ac.) 
Showcase Homes 
Project 
Sheraton Newport 
Hotel 
Circulation Ele-
ment of General 
Plan 
Harbor View Hills 
Section IV 
Delaney's Cannery 
Village 
23rd Street Borrow 
Site 
ZC (104 unit condo 
min. on 11.0 ac.) 
CUP (228 room, 7 
story hotel addi.) 
GPA 
TTM (400 SFD on 
170 ac.} 
PCD (75,000 sq.ft. 
Bayfront develop.) 
CUP (remove 400,00C 
yds of dredged 
material) 
SAMPLE JURISDICTION EIR/ID PROJECT NAME ACTION 
Newport EIR/NB CUP (60,000 
73-037 commerc 1/resi-
dential ) 
61 Newport EIR/NB John Wayne Tennis CUP (14 court 
Beach 73-038 tennis club on 
4. 6 ac.) 
62 Newport EIR/NB Newport Center- TTM (245 condo on 
Beach 73-039 Interhope Develop. 8 ac.) 
3 Newport EIR/NB Big Canyon PCD (156 condos 
Beach 73-040 Condominiums on 17 ac.) 
64 Newport EIR/NB Jungry Joses CUP (13,000 sq. 
73-044 Restaurant restaurant on 
51,00 sq. ft. 
Sacramento 74-SD-82 Rivertrails TTM, zc (82 SFD 
Estates lots on 16.5 ac.) 
6 Sacramento 74-PA-853 Sungardens SPA (476 apts. on 
Apartments 35 ac. site) 
Sacramento 74-SD-702 Autumwood Unit TTM (154 SFD on 
#3 375 ac. site) 
6 Sacramento GP-74-073 Seismic and General GPA 
Safety Element of 
Plan 
Sacramento PR-74-088 Ranch PW (construct 
ming pool) 
Sacramento PD-74-001 Myrtle Ave/Hemlock PW 
Street Widening 
Sacramento 74-PM-874 Club Center TPM (136,000 sq 
and 5 ac. 
addition to e s 
shopping center) 
Sacramento 74-GP-586 Murphy General ZC, GPA (construe-
Plan Amendment tion of agricultm 
service center) 
II-23 
SAMPLE 
7 
JURISDICTION 
Sacramento 
Sacramento 
Sacramento 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
ino 
san 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
EIR/ID 
PW-74-091 
PW-74-021 
PW-74-006 
SA-251-79 
SA-25-71 
TT-8882 
ZC-283-76 
LAFC-1462 
SA-1506-72 
II-24 
PROJECT NM1E 
South Area Trans-
fer Station 
Hazel Street 
Widening 
Sunrise Recrea-
tion Park 
District 
Norton Village 
Apartments 
Wrightwood Lime 
Stone Quarry 
Old Trails Cycle 
Park 
Burnett Project 
Orange Street 
Equistrian De-
velopment 
Victorville 
Reorganization 
Lake Cataline 
Townhouses 
Big River Over-
night Recreation-
al Vehicle Park 
Lake Arrowhead 
Dam 
Etiwanda Rock 
& Gravel Pit 
ACTION 
PW (250 ton per 
bay solid waste 
transfer station) 
PW 
GPA (master plan 
for 23 neighborhooc 
parks) 
ZC, SPA (208 units 
on 16.5 ac. site) 
SPA ( 4 0 year quarr: 
ing project on 155 
ac. site) 
PW (construction 
of motorcycle 
riding area and 
park) 
TTM (104 SFD lot 
subdivision on 
12.2 ac.) 
ZC (562 SFD on 
140 ac.) 
LAFCO (removal of 
2 sq. mi. area fro: 
City of Victorville 
ZC (40 townhouses 
on 11 ac. site) 
SPA (320 vehicle 
recreational park 
on 14 ac.) 
RES (new dam at 
Lake Arrowhead) 
SPA (38 ac. barrow 
pit) 
SAMPLE 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
95 
6 
98 
JURISDICTION 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
San 
Bernardino 
Auburn 
Auburn 
Auburn 
Placer 
Placer 
Placer 
Placer 
EIR/ID 
SA-585-67 
SA-301-7 
SA-169-32N 
PP-205-217 
TT-8094 
74-20 
SUA-835 
SUA-825 
SUA-841 
EAA-326 
II-25 
PROJECT NAME 
Yucca Valley 
Mobile Home Park 
Heaps Peak Sani-
tary Landfill 
Expansion 
Summit Valley 
Recreational 
Vehicle Park 
Bell Mountain 
Road 
John and Marit 
Store Subdivision 
Tunnel #19 
Southridge Sub-
division 
FHA Grant 
Application 
Hidden Oaks 
Subdivision 
Lakewoods 
Folsom Lake 
Estates 
ley 
Property 
Chambers Landing 
Boatworks 
U.C. Davis 
Laboratory 
ACTION 
ZC, SPA (293 
mobile home park 
on 80 ac.) 
SPA 
SPA (146 space 
rec. park on 14.6 
ac.} 
PW (new road on 
high desert) 
TTM (72 lot sub-
division on 51 ac 
s ) 
VAR, LDP (day 1 
325 ft. R.R. Tunne 
ZC, PUD (186 
plus commerci 
6 3 ac. ) 
RES (1,300 it. 
sewer line Ext. 
TTM (44 one ac. 
lots on 116 ac. 
site) 
TTM, CUP (54 SFD 
on 28.6 ac. parcel 
on Tahoe) 
TTM (225 SFL on 
242 ac.) 
CUP, ZC, GPA 
construction 
CUP, TTM (116 DU o 
29 ac. plus com. 
SPA (71 lodge room 
plus com. on 6.8 
ac., Tahoe) 
VAR (2,400 sq. ft. 
bldg. on 2 ac. 
forest s ) 
SAMPLE JURISDICTION 
San Jose 
2 Novato 
03 Novato 
4 Novato 
5 Novato 
Novato 
Novato 
Novato 
9 Creek 
Walnut Creek 
Walnut Creek 
Creek 
Creek 
Creek 
EIR/ID 
PDC-74-2-15 
5-74-9 
UP 74-29 
141-032-13 
153-131-16 
NP-74-2 
152-261-55 
E73158E-l 
E73018D 
E73039 G-1 
E73039 K-1 
E73039 H-1 
II-26 
PROJECT NAME 
Italian-American 
Benevalent Soc. 
Project 
Kenwood Court 
Subdivision 
Tamhaven 
Jeffrey Court 
Rezone 
Alice Court 
Subdivision 
San Marin Nei-
ghborhood Shopping 
Center 
Crossroads Unit 
#3 
Mission Estates 
Walnut Creek 
Executive Park 
Indian Valley 
Subdivision 
ACTION 
ZC (remodel ex-
isting restaurant) 
TTM (14 lots on 
2. 7 ac. site) 
CUP (120 unit com-
plex for elderly 
on 4.2 ac. site) 
PPA (17 SFD on 
3.5 ac. site) 
VAR (6 lot sub-
division on 2.62 
ac. site) 
(66,000 sq.ft. 
shopping center, 
250 parking spaces 
on 7.5 ac. site) 
PPA (50 townhouse 
units) 
PPA (30 SFD on 
10.5 ac. site) 
DA (360,000 sq.ft. 
office complex) 
TTM (353 SF de-
tached units on 
300 ac.) 
Open space and con- RES 
servation element 
Creekside Office 
Complex 
Continental Sub-
division 
Orchard Center 
Shopping Center 
SPA (67,000 sq.ft. 
plus 263 parking 
spaces) 
TTM (54 Townhouses 
on 7 ac.) 
ZC ( 8 2 , 0 0 0 sq. ft. 
commercial, 482 
parking spaces on 
15.8 ac. site) 
JURISDICTION EIR/ID 
Creek 
1 6 Walnut Creek E73039 J-1 
11 Walnut Creek 
118 Walnut Creek TM 4463 
• 11 Walnut Creek E732 
120 Wa Creek 
1 San Jose PDC-74-8-59 
San Jose PDC 74-4-35 
123 San Jose C74-7-47 
4 San Jose PP 74-36 
San Jose pp 74-9 
San Jose T74 2-184 
7 San Jose PDC 74-2-11 
I I-27 
PROJECT NAME 
Bart 
Area Plan 
Mello/Briarwood 
Subdivision 
Skymont Sub-
division 
ACTION 
GPA (general 
amendment) 
PUD (81 SFD on 
34.7 ac. site) 
SPA (596 SFD on 
218 ac. site) 
Singer Subdivision TTM (204 SFD on 
70.8 ac. site) 
Rossmore Limited 
Care Facility 
Peri Building 
Almaden Road 
Comm/Res Develop-
ment 
Boscom Avenue 
Development 
Capital Expressway 
Commercial Zone 
Lake Cunningham 
City stra-
tive Center Annex 
Westgate Regional 
Shopping Center 
Moorepark Garden 
Apartments 
(280 units plus 9 
hole golf course 
addition) 
(13 story office 
building on 45,000 
sq. ft. site) 
PREZONE (2 ac. sub-
division plus 6 
lot subdivision) 
PREZONE 
ZC (Rezone 14 ac. 
from A to C-3 -
no specific de-
velopment plan) 
RES (300 ac. re-
gional park with 
16 ac. of parking 
and 90 ac. lake) 
RES (90,000 sq.ft. 
5 story addition 
to existing Bldg.) 
TTM (175,000 sq. 
expansion of shop-
ping center) 
ZC (180 unit apt. 
on 6. 4 ac.) 
JURISDICTION EIR/ID 
San Jose 
9 Watsonville 
130 Watsonville EI-28-74 
1 Watsonville 
32 Watsonville 
3 Watsonville EIR-74-06 
34 Watsonville EI-51-79 
5 Watsonville EI-15-73 
Oakland ER 75-42 
9 
ER 74-43 
I I-2'8 
PROJECT NAME 
International 
Buisiness Park 
Pajaro Valley Com-
munity Subdivision 
Interim Zoning 
Ordinance 
Pajara Village #1 
Hammer Road 
Development 
Telford Smith 
Industrial Park 
Couch Warehouse 
Fire Training 
Facility 
Park and Recrea-
tion Plan Revi-
sion 
Noise element 
of General Plan 
Sale of City 
owned lots 
Community Develop-
ment Grant Appli-
cation 
Hospital Expansion 
ACTION 
ANNEXATION (to 
City of San Jose) 
TTM (94 SFD and 
3 ac. of commercial 
on 23 ac. site) 
RES (interim zon-
ing to meet AB 
1301 requirements) 
TTM (71 SFD on 
11 ac. ) 
CUP (plan for 52 
ac. site with 
first phase of 5 
ac. and 100 unit 
apt. complex) 
TTM (26 ac. ind. 
park - no construc-
tion planned) 
zc ( 2 5, 0 0 0 sq. ft. 
warehouse on 8 ac. 
site) 
RES (expand ex-
isting facility) 
RES (revisions to 
City park and rec-
reation master 
plan) 
RES 
RES (71 lots on 
10 ac.) 
RES (for HUD grant 
application) 
PUD (hospital ex-
pansion plus med 
cal office bldg. 
and parking) 
SAMPLE JURISDICTION EIR/ID 
4 and 
142 Oakland 
143 Oakland 
• 144 Oakland 
145 Vallejo 
146 Vallejo 
147 lejo 
8 Vallejo 
Val 0 
lejo 
151 ia 
152 Vi ia 
II-29 
PROJECT NAME 
Duf 
Building 
Pine Woods 
Terrace 
Sequoah Heights 
Franklin Street 
Parking Structure 
Short Stop 
Market 
Lower Hunter Ranch 
Assessment Dist. 
Ditz-Crane Sub-
division 
Sandpiper Point 
Units 2,3, & 4 
Skylawn Subdivi-
sion 
Redwood Village 
Development 
Packwood Estates 
Certain Teed 
Products Plant 
ACTION 
CUP (10 story 
250,000 sq. ft. 
office bldg. on 
1 ac. site) 
PUD (36 SFU on 
13 ac. site) 
PUD (180 SF at-
tached dwellings 
on 60 ac. site) 
CUP/PUBLIC PROJECT 
(344 space struc-
ture addition to 
existing parking 
lot) 
CUP (3,000 sq.ft 
market on 18,000 
sq. ft. site) 
RES (creation of 
assessment dist. 
as first step in 
109 ac. 695 DU 
development) 
TTM (215 lot sub-
division on 60 
ac. site) 
TTM (383 SFU on 
7 5 ac.) 
TTM (725 mult. & 
SFD units on 75 
ac.) 
PUD, ZC, TTM (450 
DU on 34 ac.) 
TTM (10 lot sub-
division on 1 ac.) 
ZC, CUP (develop-
ment of fiberglass 
insulation plant) 
JURISDICTION D 
09 
vo 426 
449 
PROJECT NAME 
11-Mooney 
Fac ity 
Subdivi-
sion 
Jenan le Home 
llage 
Scout Camp 
Sani-
Fill 
Ave. St. 
Yard 
Downtown 
ect 
ACTION 
ZC, PUD (17 ac. 
shopping/prof. 
offices 
ment) 
TTM (32 SF'R on 
7.7 ac.) 
CUP (93 spaces 
on 19.5 ac.) 
CUP, ANNEX (1132 
unit development 
on 285 ac.) 
ZC, CUP (123 ac. 
camp 
CUP (13.5 ac. 
fill) 
RES (100 foot 
street widening) 
CUP (32 one-bed-
room apts. 
buildings) 
CUP 
Three 
RES 
RES 
pol 
(35 
RES (5 
street 
RES (33 
8 
addition to rede-
velopment area) 
develop- RES (Hud grant 
ment Grant appl ) 
SAMPLE JURISDICTION 
7 
168 
169 
1 
171 
1 
17 
8 
County of 
San L.O. 
County of 
San L.O. 
County of 
San L.O. 
County of 
San L.O. 
County of 
San L.O. 
El Centro 
El Centro 
1 
1 
ld 
EI 
ED 73041 
44-73 
74-12 
106-75 
105-75 
104-75 
103-75 
102-75 
101-75 
II-31 
PROJECT NAME 
Bank of America 
Project 
Moonstone Beach 
Black Lake Country 
Club 
Bay Ridge Estates 
Oak Shores 
ACTION 
RES (concept plan 
for 128,000 sq.ft. 
office bldg. on 
2. 5 ac. site) 
SPA (26 unit condo 
on 1.77 ac. site) 
ZC, SPA (88 DU on 
415 ac. site) 
TTM (158 lot sub-
division on 54 ac.) 
SPA (6,000 R.U.s 
on 6, 400 ac.) 
Los Berros Country ZC (181 bldg. 
Club Estates sites on 530 ac.) 
Bertussi Mobile 
Horne Park 
Tree Mobile 
Home Park 
Soberancs Auto 
ling 
Trent Apiary 
lot 
Hebarian Ranch 
Coastal Mining 
ect 
Dull Metals In-
ternational Auto 
Dismantling Yard 
zc I CUP (167 
spaces on 27.5 ac. 
site) 
ZC, CUP (133 
spaces on 20 ac. 
site) 
CUP (1. 8 ac. 
facility) 
TPM, CUP (honey 
extraction faci-
lity on 54 ac. 
site) 
CUP (2.2 ac. feed 
lot) 
CUP (initiate hog 
breeding on ex-
isting ranch) 
CUP (gold leaching 
projection 600 ac. 
site) 
CUP (7 ac. faci-
lity) 
Bakersfield 
of 
San L.O. 
of 
0. 
EIR/ID 
100-7 
99-75 
PROJECT NAME 
Efrem Ramos 
II- 2 
Dump 
ACTION 
CUP (auto 
dismantling 
ZC, CUP (3.7 ac. 
dump site for 
septic tank pump-
ings) 
RES ($19 million 
treatment plant) 
TTM (18 lots on 
118 ac. site) 
RES ($875,000 
sewer extension) 
l . Data 
" s Worksheets" on the 
pages of 185 
EIRs on formation 
on 
I.D. 
the EIR file or 
j 
PROJECT: 
of nature of project. 
in 
name 
DISCRETIONARY ACTION: 
sheets 
Parcel 
for codes 
OVERALL IMPACT: See 
code. 
Issues are 
CODE 
1 
4 
6 
7 
12 
1 
14 
5 
16 
17 
8 
as follows: 
number assoc with 
the local 
pro ect brief synopsis 
Tract Map (TTM) , 
at bottom 
at bottom work-
ssue rai 
j 
EIR. 
ect) 
project 
property 
character of 
SSUE 
were 
services (general) 
transportation 
users 
adequacy (general) 
patterns 
hous or other 
mitigation 
s that no mitigating 
indicates that the 
impact was beneficial or environmentally favorable. 
R ( s that the 
issue s than L or 
signi 
OTHER AGENCY: Y (yes) indicates that some other 
governmental entity had regulatory authority over the issue 
and would have considered the issue the normal course 
of approval of the project. N (no) indicates otherwise. 
SEVERE/MINOR: S (severe) indicates that the impact 
was relatively severe in terms of the specific project and 
local perceptions and values. M (minor) indicates relative-
minor. 
PUBLIC INPUT: N (none) indicates none; Y (yes) in-
dicates publ input; SOL (solicited) indicates there was 
public input based on some special solicitation of com-
ment; U (unique) indicates the public comment was unique 
the sense that it raised an issue or brought forward 
information that had not been considered before. 
APPLICANT ACTION: N (no); Y (yes) indicates the 
applicant made 
of the project 
F (favorable) 
some change in the design or implementation 
in response to impacts sed in the EIR; 
the impact was favorable to begin 
PROJECT DECISION: See code on worksheets. Where 
ject was approved subject to conditions (AC) 
to EIR, an "X" 
applied. 
wi "standard conditions 11 means that while 
to 1 were the type 
that would be to the ject regardless of the 
EIR. 
II-35 
INDEX TO SAMPLES BY JURISDICTION 
SDICTION 
BARBARA 
ANGELES 
DIEGO 
COUNTY 
ITTIER 
NEWPORT BEACH 
SACRAMENTO 
BERNARDINO 
JOSE 
WALNUT CREEK 
WATSONVILLE 
S L.O. 
ELD 
L.O. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
SAN. DIST. 
SAN. DIST. 
1,2,3,27,28,29,30,31,32,38 
4,5,6,7,8,0,10,11,33,34,35,36,37 
12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,2E 
39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50 
51,52,53,54 
55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64 
65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75 
76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90 
91,92,93 
94,95,96,97,98,99,100 
101,121,122,123,124,125,126,127,128 
102,103,104,105,106,107,108 
109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119, 
129,130,131,132,133,134,135 
136,137,138,139,140,141,142,143,144 
5,146,147,148,149,150 
151,152,153,154,155,156 
157,158 
159,160, 61 
162,163,164,165,166,167,183 
168,169,170,171,172,184,185 
73,174 
78 
185 
29 INCLUDED ABOVE 
120 
SE CEM. DIST. 49 
REC. PARK DIST. 7 
II-36 
• 
H 
H 
I 
w 
00 
. -til 
-
EIR SAMPlE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Samp- I. D.# Project Discretion Overal Issues Mitip;a- Region- Otner 
le # ary Action Impact COdE Description tion al/Loc. Agency 
3 (see (See Above) (see above (see 12 Archaeological site y R N 
c above) above) 13 Conflicts with master N R y 
0 plan 
N 27 Fire protection to y L y 
T. project 
16 Users would steal N L N 
fruit from nearby 
grove 
7 Ground water poll. y L N 
4 PR-8 Anaheim & vermont CUP MM 1 Traffic y R y 
Nobile Home Park zc 11 Open space loss N R N 
(Los Angeles)-- 3 Air N R N 
construct 11 acre 2 Aesthetics y L y 
mobile home park 1 Local traffic N L N 
circulation 
21 Construction noise N L N 
X Setback insufficient y L y 
to protect nE'i·jhbors 
property 
f-· 
5 ?R-13 Ballona/Marina Del zc MM 3 Air N R N 
Rey Condos (Los 28 Power consumption y R N 
Angeles)--20 acre 1 Traffic N R y 
rezone to allow 16 Commercial intx·usion y L N 
condominium de- 11 Loss of open space N L N 
velopment 44 Construction nuisance N L N 
6 PR-15 Carlson Circle/ zc MM 6 Noise from project y L N 
Sherman Way Condos 2 Need for buffer zone y L N 
\Los Angeles)-- 27 Fire prote.ction y L y 
construct 293 8 Denisty too high N L y 
condominium units 5 Runoff hazard N L N 
on 18 acres 
TTM Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing NP No Project RES Resolution y Yes TPM Tentative Parcel Map N No CUP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) R Regional zc Zone change F Favorable L Local LDP Land Development Permit MM Niner Adverse Mitigatable s Severe VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Mitigatable M Minor 
PCD Plaiined Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited 
Severe/ Public Applicant Project Colllll!ent Ninor Input Action Decisio~ 
M N N :X (see 
M y N above) 
s y N ix 
M YU N 
M N y I"' 
M N y AS 
M N N 
M N N 
M N y 
M N y 
M N N 
M N y 
M N sc AS 
M N sc 
M N sc 
M N sc 
M N sc 
M N sc 
M N sc AS 
M N sc 
M N sc 
M N sc 
M N sc 
u Unique 
SUB Substantive 
sc Standard Conditions 
DE Denied-- Environmental ~easons 
DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- St~~dard conditions 
AC Approved -- special conditions ' ! 
-··--- -
• 
H 
;!::>. 
0 
E I R SAMP IS WORKSHEET 
I.D.# Project Discretion Miti!':a-
ary Action ~-----+-t~i~o~n~--~~~~~~~~~----~~---t--------t--------1-------------------
ll (see {see above) (see N 
C above l above l N 
0 N 
N N 
T. 
Y N M Y 
N L N M Y N 
N L N M Y Y 
------1---+--t----t---+---l~----t----1~--------
12 74-2- (San ZC N R N M N N 
023P to 
L N M N N 
y N 
Y L N N 
Y L Y M N N 
13 74-2- Famosa Park Apts. TTM MM 1 'fraffic Y L Y S SOL N WN 
025P (San Diego)--con- RES 10 Noise Y L N S N N 
struction of apts. (Land 14 Schools N L Y M SOL-U N 
on land-locked lease) 2 Visual degradation N L N M SOL-U N 
parcel by freeway 26 Historic site N L N M SOL-U N 
off ramp. 32 Site used by le·3St tern N R N M SOL-U 
36 Water N L Y M SOL-U N 
6 Noise N L N M SOL-U N 
-- ---- - --
14 74-2- LDP SM 31 Lack of urban support 
OOSP facilities Y L Y M SOL N AS 
ir Q. on users N L N M N N 
Historic Y N M N 
raffic Congestion Y L Y M U N 
rowth Inducement N L N M N 
loise impact on users Y L N M U N 
"r Street closing NP No Project U 
TTM Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map RES Resolution y Yes SUB uUU~vn••v• 
TPM Tentative Parcel Map N No sc Standard Conditions 
CUP Conditional Use Permit {Use Permit) R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental 3easons 
ZC zone change F Favorable L Local DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable s severe AN Approved -- no conditions 
VAR variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable AS Approved __ standard conditions 
PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Miti~atable M Minor AC Approved -- special conditions 
P-CD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited WN Withdrawn--Non-environmental reasons 
• 
H 
H 
I 
,j:>. 
tv 
-~.1 
--·····-·~----···---
EIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
·-Samp- I. D.# Project Discretion Overal Issues l'li t l.i!:S- Region- Other le # ary Action Impact Code Description tion al/Loc. Agency 
20 73-11- San Carlos Dev. LDP SM X Exported dirt site y L N 
1020P (San Diego1--grade unknown 
76,000 yds on 1 Traffic Circulation 'l L y 
16.8 ac. site for 14 Schools y L y 
carom/medium density 47 Site to be graded '1 R N 
residential without use plan 
21 73-11- Emerald Hills so. TTM SM ll Loss of open space N R N 
l017P (San Diegol--133 LDP 17 Character of land y L N 
residential units 14 Schools N L y 
on 38 ac. 1 Traffic congestion y L y 
1-
22 7 3-11- Villa Monterey zc SM 14 Schools y L y 
l007P (San Diego) --204 TTM 39 Lack of public trans. y L N 
townhouses on 23 sc 3 Air Quality y L N 
acre site 5 Runoff N L y 
23 73-12- Mission Valley LDP SM 1 Traffic circulation 'i L y 
1008P (San Diego)--807 14 Schools y L y 
condominiums on 30 Sewage facilities y R y 
180 acres 15 Flood damage to proj. N L N 
12 Archaeological Bite N R N 
23 Air Q. impact 011 users N L N 
24 73-12- John Sachs Proj. LDP SM 10 Noise impact on users y L N 
l004P (San Diego)--98 VAR 5 Runoff y L y 
unit apartment 23 Air Q. impact on users y L N 
house 
--
25 73-10- Hidden Valley West PRD SM 2 Tree removal y R N 
1013P (San Diego)--22 LOP 2 Visual degredation y R N 
Units on 10 'iC. 20 Access danger N L y 
13 Density higher than N R y 
community plan 
TTM Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing NP No Project 
TPM Tentative Parcel Map RES Resolution y Yes 
CUP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) N No R Regional zc Zone change F Favorable L Local LDP Land Development Permit MK Minor Adverse Mitigatable s Severe VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Miti~atable r. f'!inor 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited 
Severe/ Public Applicant ~~~t=~~n Minor Input Action Couent 
M SOL N AS 
M SOL N 
M SOL N 
M SOL N 
··-
M N N AS 
M N N 
M SOL N 
M N N 
M N N AS 
M SOL N 
M N N 
M N N 
M SOL N AC 
M SOL N 
M SOL N 
M N N 
M SOL-U N X 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N X AC 
M N N X 
M N y 
M SOL-U N X 
u Unique 
SUB Substantive 
sc Standard Conditions 
DE Denied-- Environmental 3easons 
DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions 
AC Approved -- special conditions 
EIR SAMPlE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Samp- I.D.# Project Discretion Overal Mitip;a- Region- Other Severe/ Public jApplica.ntj Project I Comment le # ary Action Impact Cod tion al/Loc. Agency Ninor Input Action Decisio-
26 73-10- Del Mar Pines (San PRD NP 9 Degrade nat. habitat N R N s SOL y I p 10121? Diego)~-127 condos LOP 5 Runoff y L y M SOL N 
on 80 acres 13 General plan open sp. N R y s SOL N 
12 Archaeological site y R N M SOL y 
2 Aesthetic degredation y R N s sor, N 
3 Air quality y L N M SOL N 
4 Growth inducement N L N M N N 
24 Pricing of units N L N M SOL-U N 
18 Fire hazard N L y M N N 
-- ---------- -
H 27 13-EIR- TPM SM 22 Construction dust y L N M N N I AS 
H 1 21 Construction noise y L N M N N 5 Runoff y L y M y N 
;!:>. into 15 Flood hazard tc• proj, y L N M N 
w 
28 73-EIR- Rancho Santa 'rTM y R N s u N AS 
33 (Santa Barbara)-- y R N s N N 
42 •country est.• y R N M N N 
on 850 acres y L y M N N 
_ __L ____ ~ 
29 I 73-EIR-ILaguna City Sanita- L N M N N AN 
34 tion Dist. (Santa 
Barbara)--treatment 
facility to meet 
RWQCB requirements 
MM I 2. I Tree removal. I y I L I : I M I I 4 Growth inducem~,nt y R M N 
I RES I MN ps 1 Land flood I y I L I y I M y N AN (Gen. Plan 
Amend. 
H 
;!::. 
;!::. 
EIR SAMP 
f:m#- LD.# Project Discretion Overal Issues ary Action Impact Code l.lescription --
32 73-EIR'"' Fillmore Condit TTM SM 25 Groundwater overdraft 
21 ~~· (Santa 4 Growth inducement 726 35 Loss of land ac. into ac. 7 Septic 
n farms 11 
f-· 
33 PR-58 SE Corner Topanga & zc MM 3 Air quality 
Dupont Rezone (Los 49 Power consumptic•n 
Angeles)--286 condo 44 Construction nuisance 
on 19 ac. site 8 Density too high 
34 PR-68 st. Vincents Hosp. sc M.'l 50 Displacement of 
Exoansion (Los minority hous i.ng 
Angeles)--street 1 Traffic congestion 
vacation to aocom. 27 Fire hazard to proj. 
'----
I hospital 
35 PR-77 Tujunga K-Mart (Los zc SM 37 Reduce local recrea-
Angeles)--95,000 sq tional opportunity 
ft. store plus 800 1 Traffic congestion 
parking spaces 6 Noise 51 Lighting nuisance 
20 Pedestrian safety 
16 Intrusion in residen-
tial area 
36 PR-99 West Park Jewish CUP MM 13 Does not conform to 
Community Center community plan 
(Los Angeles)--de- 16 n~~~~~~:t~~ current & 
velopment of com- housing 
munity center on 
5 ac. site in resi- l congestion 
dential area 6 Noise 
TTY. Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing 
TPM Tentative Parcel Hap RES Resolution 
CUP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) 
zc Zone change F. Favorable 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse M1t1gatable 
VAB Variance Mil Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
PBD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Mitiga"able 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable 
.-J 
IS WORKSHEET 
~litip;a- ~~7£~~: Other Severe/ Public IAf~~i:nt ~~~t:~: .. tion Agency Minor Input 
y R N s N 
y R N s N N 
y R N M N 
y L y M N N 
N R N M N sc AS 
N R N M N sc 
N L N M N sc 
F L N M y F 
N L N M N N AS 
y L y M N y 
y L y M N N 
N L N M N y AS 
N L N M N y 
N L y s N y 
N L N s N y 
N L N s y y 
N L N s y N 
-
N L N M N N AS 
N L N M N N 
N L y M N y 
N L N M N N 
NP No Project u Unique 
y Yes SUB Substantive 
!I No sc Standard Conditions 
R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental ~easons 
L Local 00 Denied -- Other Reasons 
s Severe AN Approved -- no conditions 
M Minor AS Approved -- Standard conditions 
SOL Solicited AC Approved -- special conditions 
EIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
I. D.# Project Discretion Overal 
-
l':iti"a.- Region- Other Severe/ Public jApplica.ntl Comment ary Action Impact Cod tion a.l/Loc. Agency Minor Input Action 
PR-103 Wash. St. & Mildred TTM MM 12 '!. R N M N N i AS 
Ave. Condo (Los 8 N L N M u N 
Angeles)--25 unit 7 y R N N N 
condo near ocean 51 y L N M N sc 
6 y L N M N sc 
3 N R N M N N 
22 d1.1st y L N M N sc 
Cathedral Oaks Ten- CUP SM 51 I N I L I ~ I M I : I N nis & Swim Club 6 N L M N (Santa Barbara)-- 5 Runoff N L M N 
H I I of ten-
club 
""' 
zc 46 will pre-
rezone 
------ --
40 I Mo::etown Ridge zc F 46 
Craig Rezone (Butt~ 
12 mile rezone 
TM-l 
(Butte)-- MM 4 Growth inducement N R N M I~ I N I DE 244 unit mobile CUP 5 Runoff L y M y home park T.V. l2 Arch. sjte N R N M tower and 000 52 Economic N R N M 
sq. ft. 2 Aesthetic R N 
center 
I 
H 
I 
I.D.I Project Discretion 
ary Action 
42 16 Mathews CUP 
(Butte) 
tion of 
production 
Rezone (Butte) I zone one acre to 
nPrmir P'lnim::~:l<r.:: 
44 I r-~~~~~ ~~ement 1 '--··-
Assoc. Pro-
(Butta) --De-
velop 10 ac. shop-
ping center 
EIR 
Overal 
Impact Cod 
MM 1 
53 
6 
36 
I 
Favorable 
Minor Adverse 
SAM? ANAlYSIS WORKSHEET 
Issues JH tip:a-Description tion 
Increased traffic y L y 
Dust from operations y L N 
Noise from N L N 
'flater N L N 
R N 
L N 
L N 
N 
N 
R N 
of land N R N 
space N N 
N L y 
N R N 
L 
y 
N 
N 
-
N 
y 
N 
Zone 
Land 
VAH Variance MN Minor Adverse Not 
PRD Planned Residential Development 
Planned Commercial Development 
Severe Adverse Mi 
Severe Adverse Not 
M Minor 
SOL Solicited 
Public l"""'~·~·"l Input ' - • • --- ~~ ':'~::~~-' Comment 
M 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M u 
M u 
M 
s 
s 
M y 
M N 
M N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N 
N 
M N N 
AC 
EIR p IS WORKSHEET 
Project Discretion Overal Issues Mitip;a- Public ln"p~·~~·"l ~·~~1=~~-J ary Action Impact Cod Description tion Input · ·"' --
Es- I TTM MM I L I N I N --792 y L y N home- R N M N 
sites on 275 ac. 
Paradise Cemetary I TPM 
I 
9 Legetative loss 
I 
R 
I 
N 
I 
M I y 
District (Butte)-- CUP 11 Loss open N R N M 
First phase of Not best economic 
acre cemetary use of land N R N M N 
Pine Knoll Villacre I CUP MM 5 Runoff y L y M N 
19 Erosion L N M N 
2 Los of R N M N N 
1: I I I sq.ft:· I 11 Loss M center ac. 1 Traffic M site 6 Noise M N N 
·---· ·-
Buffer Zone Change NON 26 Detract from histori-(Whittier)--change cal site M y N 
28 000 ft. 16 Isolate resid. area N N 
lot X Hazardous mat. storage y y M N N 
freeway Buffer noise from F N M N N 
2 Improve aesthetics F L N M N N 
21 Construction N<•ise y L N M N N 
l Traffic y L N M y 
5 Runoff y L y M N N 
Noise impact neigh-! 
N 
N 
EIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
I.D.# Project Discretion Overal Issues !':1 t ip;a- Region- Other Severe/ Public 1n.,., •• ~~·"l ~:'.::~~~~-~ ary Action Impact Cod Description tion al/Loc, Agency Minor Input • -"' CCJmment 
53 Z73-0l Jess Frost zc 
I 
SM I Construction nuisance N L N M N I (Whittier) 50 Increase housinu F R N M N 
unit apartment 2 scenic c~harac-
house on 2.75 ac. N R N M N N 
y L y M N 
y L N M N N 
Incremental air poll. N R N M N N 
Noise impact on users y L N M N 
1 
I 
y 
l 
L 
I 
N 
I 
M I N I N AS N L N M N N y R N M N N H I I lum 3 y R N M N N H 
;l:.::> 1 ss CUP MM 1 Parking y L y M N N IX 00 21 Construction noise y L N M N N 
Beach)-- 22 Construction dust y L N M N N 
54 Construction vibration y L N M N N 
11 Loss of open space N R N M N N 
room 39 Increase demand for 
hotel on 9.4 ac. services N R N M N N 
site 1 Traffic congestion 
during construction y L N M N N 
Traffic congestion -
long-term N L N M N N 
Incremental air poll N R N M N 
Visual impact F L N M N 
Revenues F R N M 
Growth Inducement (1) N R N M N 
1 N M 
N M 
N 
y 
'[ 
NF Project 
y 
II No 
Favorable R Re L Local Land Development Permit MM l'll.nor Adverse 
!'IN Minor Adverse Not 
Residential SM Severe Adverse M 
Planned Commercial Development Severe Adverse Not SOL Solicited 
• 
EIR s p IS WORKSHEET 
Public 1 n,J!A·~'"I Input · ~ • · !-,~":.t"'_--:"' Comment 
MM N M 
site R N M 
Traffic rmisancn N X I Air quality R N M N 
Energy R N M N 
Community services R M N N 
Open space R N M N N 0--I MM homes N R N N 
N R N M N N 
y N M N H I In h.:lv frnnt- ronrn- I I (l) y R N M N 
F R N M N 
N R I M N N en~~~~~ N R N s N Traffic congestion y R N s 
S9 F Change in land F R N M y N I AC 
Noise y N M X 
Traffic N M y 
Dust y N H 
Siltation y N y X 
X Damage streets y N M y 
-
MM y N 
N 
N 
N 
Samp- I. D.# Project Discretion 
le # ary Action 
62 TTM 
63 McLain Big Canyon I PCD 
Condominiums 
(Newport Beach)--
156 condominiums on 
H I I 117 acres 
H 
I 
Ul 
0 I 64 I EIR/NB IJungry Joses Restau~ CUP 
73-044 rant (Newport Beac~ 
13,000 sq. ft. 
restaurant on 
51,000 sq.ft. lot 
65 I 74-SD- Trails · j TTM 
918 (Sacramento) zc 
82 SFD lots on 16.5 
acres ~- 10/74 
. ., 
E IR SAMP ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
MM 
MM 
MM 
MM 
Favorable 
Minor 
I 9 
5 
12 
3 
44 
1 
1 
1 
45 
2 
12 
2 
37 
45 
1 
-
3 
35 
7 
9 
1 
10 
38 
10 
Adverse 
Severe Adverse 
Traffic congestion 
Access 
Parking 
Setbacks 
Aesthetics of dev. 
Archaeological site 
----
Remove trees 
Waterfront access 
Aesthetics of building 
Traffic 
-------~----
Air quality 
Los::; of agri. land 
Incremental decline 
in river water 
Loss of native 
Traffic 
Noise 
Bike 
Buffer from parkway 
Miti~a-~Region-~Other ISevere/,Public 
tion al/Loc. Agency Minor Input 
N 
y 
y 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
I" 
y 
y 
y 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
y 
No 
Local 
R 
R 
R 
R 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
R 
R 
R 
L 
L 
R 
R 
R 
R 
L 
L 
R 
L 
R 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M y 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M 
s 
s N 
N AS 
N 
N 
N 
--
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
y 
-
WN 
Standard Conditions 
Denied-- Environmental 
Denied -- Other Reasons 
Comment 
• 
EIR p IS WORKSHEET 
Projec~ ~~itiga-
ary tion 
66 74-PA- (See above) y M c 853 N N 0 
M 
T. 
R s 
67 N R N M 702 R N M 
M 
M 
N 
68 I NON I I ..... ._';,:!""- ,.,..., ................... ~ 
R s 
s 
N 
L 
.-.,~ 
EIR P IS WORKSHEET 
H 
I 
75 
I Project 
PR-74- ~Sunrise Recreation-
008 al Park Dist. (Sac-
ramento)--master 
borhood 
acquisi-
23 
SA 
F 
!f.M 
E IR SAMP 
2 
Growth 
Utility 
Construction noise 
Traffic 
Visual deoredation 
Runoff -
Dust from 
----, 
H 
H 
U1 
*"' 
- ... 
EIR SAMPlE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Samp- I. D.# Project Discretion Overal Issues Mitip;a- Region- Other le # ary Action Impact Code Description tion al/Loc. Agency 
79 TT-8882 Burnett Project TTM SM 2 Tree removal y R N (San Bernardino)-- 4 Growth inducement N R N 
104 lot subdivision 50 Provide needed housing F R N 
on 12.2 acre site 36 Water availability y R N 
13 General plan conflict y R N 
1 Traffic y L N 
21 Construction noise y L N 
22 Construction dust ;: L N 
3 Air quality N R N 
so ZC-283- Orange St. Ranch zc SM 26 Historic site y R N 
76 Equestrian Develop- 2 rrree removal y R N 
ment (San Bernar- 3 f!?ir quality y R N 
dino)--562 SFD on 22 ~onstruction dust y L N 
140 acres. 41 fSeismic danger y L N 
24 !Pricing not balanced y R N 
13 ~onflict with G. P. y R y 
21 onstruction noise y L N 
Ill !LAFC- Victorville Reorgan RES SM 27 f'ire protection y L y 
1462 ization (San Bernar (LAFCO) 30 Sewer service y L y 
dino)--LAFCO deci- X rravel distances to 
sion on removal of government services N L N 
7 miles from 46 ~eterioration of C. of Victorville ability to dJ land 
iind annexation to use planning y R N County and •1 43 ~treet maintenance y L y Service 36 ~ater dGv~ y R y 
4 f>rowth i nd , ~ F R N 
l!j2 -----
N Lake Catalina Town- zc NP 5 ~unoff y L 
house Project (San SA 15 Flood hazard to users y L N 
Bernardino)--40 7 Pollute lake N R N 
condos on 11 ac. 3 Air quality N R N 
site in low density 2 Remove pines N R N 
but developed area 55 Schools(Economic) y L N 
of Big Bear 1 Traffic congestion y L N 
21 Construction noise y L N 
SG Street closing liP No Project TrM Tentative Tract Map RES Resolution y Yea TPI'l Tentative l1ap SA Site approval N No CUP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) R Regional zc Zone change F Favorable Local LDP Land Development Permit M~; Min or Adverse s VAll Variance MN Minor Adverse Not 
PaD Residential Development SM S1n·ere Adverse 1'1 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL 
Severe/ Public Applicant Project Comment Minor Input Action Decision 
s N N X AC 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N X 
M N N 
M N N X 
M N N X 
M N N 
-
M N N AC 
s N N 
s N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
s N N IX M N N 
s y N ~ AC!ll (l)Leave every-s y N .thing in City of 
Vi' except 
s y N ~ agri lands 
~ s y N s y N 
s y N X 
s y N 
M y N p 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M y N 
M N N 
u Unique 
SUB Substantive 
sc Stsnderd Conditions 
DE Denied-- Environmental 
DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
AN -- no 
-- Standard conditions 
-- special 
P Pendinq 
EIR SAMP ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
I.D .II Project Issues 1'\itiga- Public I">'JU<'-'"'""1 ~:'::'t:~~-' Comment Description tion Input • -~ 
82 (see (See Above) I zc Nl? 2 I Visual I N R I N I M N I N p c above) SA 41 Seismic '{ L N M N N 0 11 Loss of open sr>ace N R N M u N 
'I'. 
I 
' 
I I I ..~ ........... 
N L N M u N 
56 Lake sedimentation y R N M N N 
River Overnight SA NP 19 Erosion y R N s N N IX Ve- 17 character 
hicle Park (San y R N s N 
! I !Bernardino)--320 15 Flood hazard users y N s N N 
recreational vehicl 7 Groundwater contamin. y N s N N park on 14 acre 9 Wildlife habitat N N 
4 Growth inducern,~nt N M N N 
U1 I I 13 Conflict with Ccmrnunit 
Plan y M N y 
Boating accidents N M 
-
Arrowhead Dam Vegetative cover 
Bernardino)-- Construction 
construct new dam service 
to replace unsafe dist. & 
dam Arrow- bonds) 
H 
H 
U1 
0'1 
.-.J 
EIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Samp- !.D.# Project Discretion Overal Issues Mitip;a- Region- Other le # ary Action Impact Code Description tion al/Loc. Agency 
86 SA-585-. Yucca Valley Mobile zc NP 9 Loss of vegetation y R N 67 Home Park (San SA 9 Wildlife habitat N R N Bernardino)--293 3 Air pollution N R N 
space mobile home 41 Seismic hazard N L N park on 80 ac. with 4 Growth Inducement N R N lake 55 Inequitable taxation N R N 
31 Extension of public 
services N R y 
13 Conflict with open 
space element of GP y R y 
1 Traffic congestion y L N 
30 Sewage disposal y L y 
57 Lake Nuisance factors y L N 
87 SA-301- Heaps Peak Sanitary SA SM 19 Erosion y L N 
7 Landfill Expansion 56 Stream siltation y R N (San Bernardino)-- 9 Loss of prod. soU y R N 
7 Groundwater contamina. y L N 
32 Loss of rare plant sp. N R N 
32 Loss of rare sn.;ke sp. N R N 
50 Exclude residential 
dev. for life of 
site N R N 
18 Fire hazard y R y 
42 Accidents to employees y R N 
29 Ecosystem damage(Gen.) N R N 
88 SA-169- Summit Valley Rec- SA NP 5 Runoff y L N 32N reational Vehicle 2 Visual degredation y R N 
Park (San Bernar- 25 Reduce groundwater N L N 
dino)--146 space 7 Degrade groundwater y L N 
recreational ve- 9 Loss of wildlife hab. N R N hicle park on 14.6 22 Construction dust y L N 
acres 20 Traffic hazard y L y 
6 Noise from y L N 
18 Fire y R y 
TrM Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing NP No Project RES Resolution Y. Yes TPM Tentative Parcel Map N No CU? Conditional Use l'ermit (Use Permit) SA Site approval R zc Zone change F Favorable L LDP Land Development Permit I'll'! Minor Adverse Mitigatable s Severe VAB Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigateble 
FBD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Miti~etable M Minor 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited 
Severe/ Public Applicant Project Coi!llllent Ninor Input Action Decision 
M N N AS 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
s N N 
M N N 
s N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
s N N 
M N y AS 
M N N 
M N N 
s N y 
s N N 
s N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
---
::; N y X AC 
s N N 
11 N y 
M N y 
M N N X 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
s N N )( 
u Unique 
SUB Substantive 
sc Standard Conditions 
DE Denied-- Environmental ~easons 
DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions 
AC Approved -- special conditions 
H 
H 
I 
V1 
-..J 
E R PlE 
~~mr 1.o.u rroject Discretion ~~~~~~ Insues e ary Action Code Description 
89 pp 205- Bell Mountain Road RES MM 41 Seismic hazard 
217 (San Bernardino)-- 19 Wind erosion 
and paving 5 Runoff 
26 roadway 25 Percolation arezl 
in high desert reduced 
area 22 Construction dust 
3 Air pollution 
9 Eliminate nat. !•abitat 
6 Noise 
20 Traffic accidents 
17 Alteration of topology 
4 Growth inducement 
90 tr'r-8094 John and Marit TTM MM 9 Loss of habitat 
Store Subdivision 9 Loss of vegetation (San Bernardino)-- 5 Ranoff 
72 lot subdivision 3 Air quality 
on 51 ac. site, 4 Growth inducement 
high desert 13 Conflict with G.P. 
41 Seismic hazard 
1 Traffic congestion 
91 174-20 Tunnel U9 VAR MM 21 Construction noise (Auburn)--daylight LOP 19 Erosion 
ing of 325 foot 9 Loss of vegetation 
railroad tunnel X Loss of access 
92 NONE Southridge Sub- zc MM 35 Loss of agri. l<,nd 
division (Auburn)- PUD 1 Traffic congestion 
186 units & com- 9 Loss vf veg. co\·er 
mercial on 63 ac. 2 Aesthetic dog. 
site 11 Loss of open space 
4 Growth inducement 
'-- - "--
93 lONE FHA Grant Applica- RES NONE 22 Construction dust 
tion (Auburn)-- 7 Enhance water Q. 
construction of 4 Growth inducement 
1300 ft. sewer lin X Solid waste disposal 
extension to serve problem created by 
industrial area industrial develop. 
TTM Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing RES Resolution TPH Tentative Parcel Map 
CUP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) 
zc Zone change F Fav0rable 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable 
VAB Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
FBD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Mitigatable 
FCD Plar~ed Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable 
IS WORKSHEET 
l"titiga- ~~~7£~~: Other Severe/ Public IAr~~~:nt ~~~r:~;n ti.on Agency Minor Input 
N R N M N N X AC 
y R N M y y 
y R N M y 
N R N M N N 
y L N M N N 
N R N M N N 
N R N M N N 
N L N M N N 
y R N M N N 
N R N M N N 
N R N M N N 
y R N M N N AN 
y R N M N N 
y L N M N y 
N R N M N N 
N R N M N N 
y R y M N N 
N R N M N N 
N L N M N y 
y L N M N N AN 
y L N M N N 
y R N M N N 
N L N M u N 
1---
N R N M N N AN 
y L N M N N 
N R N M N N 
N R 
" 
M N N 
N R N M N N 
N R N M N N 
N L N M N N AN 
F R N s N N 
N R N M N N 
y R N M N N 
NP No Project u Unique 
y Yes SUB Substantive 
N No sc Standard Conditions 
R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental ~essons 
L Locsl 00 Denied -- Other Reasons 
s Severe AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions M Minor AC Approved -- special conditions SOL Solicited 
-"-
EIR SAMP IS WORKSHEET 
I ~sues 
--
Other Severe/ ?L!bllc 
Description Agency Minor Input 
94 Siltation of creek R N s I Stream diversion y L N M 
Pond nuisance 'i L N M 
Water 
y R N M 
5 Runoff y L N M 
22 Construction y L N M 
53 Dust from horses y N M 
9 Loss of vegetation N R N M 
ll Loss of open y R N M 
1 Traffic y L N M X 
2 Visual N R N s 
Increase use of 
ted rec. facility N R N M 
I_ _ L__ __ L_ 
____;__ Water N R N _M 
MM 
L N SFL L N M 
acres L N M y N 
30 L y M y N IX 
37 burden 
N R 
Schools N R 
3 Air quality R 
6 Noise N L N 
-
97 I EAA-326 CUP I MM 19 Erosion y L y zc 7 Surface water y 2 Tree removal y y 
(G I 3 Air quality N N 
mendment) 6 Noise y L 
12 Archaeological site y R 
sc Street closing NP No Project u TTM Tract i'iap RES Resolution y Yes SUB TPI'I Parcel N No sc Standard Conditions CUP Conditional Use Permit) R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental zc 'Zone change F Favorable L Local DO Denied -- Other Reasons LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable s Severe AN Approved -- no conditions VAFI. Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable AS Approved -- Standard conditions PFI.D Planned Residential Development Sl'l Severe Adverse Mitigatable M Minor AC Approved -- special conditions PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited 
H 
H 
I 
(J1 
\.0 
E R p 
ji':m#- I. D.# Project Discretion ~~~~~1 r-;;~~-;;;~ !ary Action Cod€ Des ·~-
98 NONE Chambers T..onrl; nN CUP SM Erosion (Placer) --116 TTM 7 Water deg. due to 
on 29 ac. + reo. & 
commercial 1 Traffic congestion 
99 NONE The Boatworks AP MM 7 Water q. due to runoff (Placer)--71 one- 1 Water q. due to boat~ 
bedroom lodge units 
+50 000 sq.ft. com 1 congestion 
.>cL~•u• on 6.8 ac.-
LaKe Tahoe 
- -
100 u.c. Davis Env. Lab VAR NON 5 Runoff (Placer)--2400 sq. 19 Erosion 
ft. building on 2 Change Aesth. charac-
20 ac. site in ter of land 
forest 
'!"I'M Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing RES Resolution TPM Tentative Parcel 
AP Administrative Permit CUP Conditional Use (Use Permit) 
zc Zone change F Favorable 
LDP Land Development Permit MN Minor Adverse Mitip;atable 
VAH Variance ~!N Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Miti~atable 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable 
IS WORKSHEET 
r. Hip;a- l=~n~~: Other Severe/ I ~~~~£c IAf~~~~~nt ~e~r:~;~ tion Agency ~lin or 
y L N M X 
y R N M SOL N X 
y L N s SOL y 
--
-~--
y R N M N y 
y R N M N y 
N L N M N y 
·-
.. 
N L N M N N 
N L N M N N 
N R N M N N 
. 
NP No Project u Unique 
y Yes SUB Substantive 
N No sc Standard Conditions 
R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental :~ea.sons 
L Local DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
s Severe AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions K AC Approved -- special conditions SOL 
EIR p IS 
I Project Overal l'li tip;a- ~:~~~';'¥ Colll.lllent Impact tion 
PDC- Italian-American zc MM N N 
74-2-15 Benevolent Society 
Rezone (San Jose) N M N N 
renodel N M N 
H 
aurant N H 
Court Sub- TTM N 
division (Novato) 
14 lots on 2. ac. y L y M N y 
5 joining 'i N M N N 
1 Traffic L N M N N 
55 Increased asseJsed 
valuation F R N M N 
H I I 5() Adds needed housing F R N M N F 
36 Water availability N R y s N N 
---
103 I 74- I Tamhaven 50 Add F R N M N F 
29 120 unit 2 Improve F L N N 
tial complex for 31 Use of residential 
elderly on 4. land in a which 
site has relative low 
service needs F R N s I N F 
10 Noise impact o~ users y L N M I N N 1 Traffic circulation y L N H N 
55 Reduction in t3X base 
if fails ~I R N M N N 
44 L N M N 
6 
L N M y 
104 N y 
L N M 'l 
I R y s N 
T1~ Tentative Tract Map sc Street closing NP No Project 
Tl?M Tentative 1r;S Resolution 
y Yes 
CUP Conditional Use Permit) PPA Precise Plan Approval N No sc Standard Conditions 
ZG Zone change F Favorable R 
Regional Di> Denied-- Environmental 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable L Local DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable s 
Severe AN Approved -- no conditl.ons 
PP~ Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Mitigatable 1'1 Minor AS Approved -- Standard conditions 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited AC Approved -- special conditions 
• 
EIR s 
;£"1.4U.l..J.. ..... 
Alice Court Subdi- VAR MM 5
1 
Runoff y 
I I I vision (Novato) 21 Construccion noise N M si7.e exception in- Construction dust y N M volving one lot in 36 Water availability R y s TTM for 2.62 ac, 6-
PPA 
I 
MM 
I 
1 Parking 
I 
y 
I I 
N 
I 
M 
I 
y 
I 
y 
1 Access N L N M y N 
congestion 
36 availability N R y s N 
ing 
H 
Crossroads Unit #3 1 
I I 
l?PA ~1M lO ~oise impact on projec y L N M y 
55 (Novato)-master 
1 
36 Water availability N L y M N N 
olan for 50 town- l Traffic y N M N y 
f-' I I house units 2 Aesthetic y L N M N y 
45 y L N M N y 
108 I I Mission Estates 
I 
PPA 
I 
MM 
I 
50 Add needed housing F R N M N 
I 
AS IHedesign occurred Master (Novato)- ll Help preserve open F R N M N N response to 
30 SFD on 10.5 ac. space hearing on project 
site 2 Tree removal y L N M N N 
5 Run off nuisance N L N M N N 
45 Project design y L N M N N 
36 Water Supply N R 'i M N N 
24 Imbalance in home N R N M N N 
prices 
l 1 Traffic circulation N L y M y N 17 Change character of 'i L N M YU N(l) 
neighborhood 
TTl'! Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing NP No Project u P:<;S Resolution y Yes SUB TPM Tentative Parcel PPP Precise Plan Approval N No sc Standard Conditions CUP Conditional Use (Use Permit) R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental ~easons zc Zone chane,e F Favorablf' L Local 00 Denied -- Other Reasons LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable s Severe AN Approved -- no VAB Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable AS Approved -- Standard conditions PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Mitigatable h Mir10I" AC Approved -- special conditions PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited 
H 
I 
0'1 
N 
EIR p 
I. D.# Project Discretion Overal 
ary Action Impact 
10'1 E73158E Walnut Creek Ex- D.A. MM 
-1 ecutive Park (Wal-
nut Creek)-360,000 
office complex 
habitat 
due to 
Design aesthetics 
Air quality 
Aggrevation of 
s trearn flooding 
Growth inducement 
E73018D 
·TTM MM 
300 acres soils 
Downstream floodinq 
Loss of open space 
Impact on open space 
preserve 
55 Revenue 
-- ---------111 Open Space and Con- RES F X Rate of deterioration 
of environmental re-
1 
2 of 
37 apport .un-
increase R.E 
value to disadvaJltag 
of certain lS 
raffic 
sc Street closing TCM Tentative Tract Map RES Resolution TPM Tentative DA Design Approval CUP Conditional Use Permit) 
Favorable zc Zone change F 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable 
VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse M1tigatable 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable 
IS WORKSHEET 
Other Severe/ Pu.blic 
Agency Minor Input 
N M N 
R M 
R N s N 
R N M N 
R N M 
R N M 
y L N M 
N L N s 
){ R N M 
N R N s 
N L N M 
N N M 
N L M N 
N R N M N 
N L y M N 
y R y M y y 
y R N M y 
y R N M y y 
F R N M N F 
F R N s N N AN 
F R N M N 
F R N s N 
F R N M N 
F R N M N 
N R M N N 
y N s N N 
NP No Project u 
y Yes SUB 
N No sc Standard Conditions 
R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental 
L Local 00 Denied -- Other Reasons 
s Severe AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions M Minor AC Approved -- special conditions SOL Solicited 
I .t:;!JV.:iY! 1 urcnara cem:er 
115 I I Bart Station Area 
(Walnut Creak) 
amendment for BART 
station 
CUP 
LDP Lsnd Development 
VAll Variance 
I 
Residential Development 
PCD Plar-ned Commercial Development 
GPA MM 
4 !Growth inducement 
IS 
-
N 
y 
N 
N M 
L N 
N R N M 
--R N s 
R N M 
R N M 
I N M N N R N M N It N I N 
F R. N s 
I F R N I N 
SOL 
if:>. 
119 
TTl'! 
TPM 
TM4463 I 
Project 
,arwood 
ac. 
(Walnut SPA 
-596 SF 
on 218 ac. 
Subdivision TTM 
Creek)-204 
SF detached on 70.8 
ac. 
zc 
~JP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) 
ZC Zone 
LDP Land Permit 
VAR Variance 
Planned Residential Development 
Planned Commercial Development 
EIR SAMP 
1 !Traffic 
M.'i 
MM 
MM 
I 
' 
SC Street closing 
R.ES Resolution 
SPA Specific plan approval 
F Favorable 
MM Minor Adverse Mltigatable 
MN Minor Adverse Not Mit1gatable 
SM Severe Adverse Mitigatable 
SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable 
(ll I 
IS 
I 
N 
R 
L 
s 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
F 
L 
L 
R 
R 
R 
M Minor 
SOL SoUoited 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
M N 
M N 
M 
--
y 
N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M N 
M y 
M 
M 
N 
M 
M 
I N 
N 
N 
Standard Conditions 
Denied-- Environmental 
Denied -- Other Reasons 
no conditions 
Standard conditions 
conditions 
Reasons 
I 
Land 
Variance 
change (San Jose}-
rezone 14 acres 
A zone to no 
spe::ific 
ment plan 
ac. lake and 
16 'lC. parking 
Map 
Residential Development 
PCD Plar~ed Commercial Development 
p 
NOJ.se 1mpact pro-
ject I Incremental air 
Demand on public serv-
ice (general) 
P Favorable 
Adverse 
MN Minor Adverse Not 
Severe Adverse 
Severe Adverse Not 
5 
~~ 
"' 
N L N 
N R N M N 
R N 
L y 
N 
H 
H 
I 
0') 
0') 
EIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
~~n·~- I. D.# Project Discretion Overal [ssues Mitip;a- Rei': ion- Other ary Action Impact Code Des •JJo•va tl.on al/Loc. Agency 
124 CO:ITINUED 52 Economic feasibility 
of NA R N 
4 ••ldUCcmcu~ (2) y R N 
---~---·-----~--
125 pp. Addition to ~i Resolu- F 5 Runoff y L N 
74-9 Ad'llin. Center tion leac- 19 Erosion during con-
nex {San Jose)- ing to struction y L N 
90,000 sq.ft., 5 letters 1 Parking congestion y L N 
story addition to of bids 3 Air quality F R N 
existing Ad- RES 44 Energy consumption y R N 
ministrative 17 Disruption of residen-
N ter Building. tial neiahborhood N L 
21 Construction noise N L N 
1 Traffic congestion y L N 
50 Provide needed facilit F R N 
·--·· 1 \~~stgate Regional ·----"- ---- N 126 T 74- TTM MM 1 Traffic conaestlon N L 
12-184 Shopping Center 31 Increased demand for 
Ex-:>ansion (San nublic service.s N R N 
Jo3e)-175,000 sq. 49 Consumption of ma·-
N ft. expansion of terials in construe. N R 
shopping center 3 Air pollution 
2/75 
N R N 
!----- --··---·~ ·~·---
127 PDC 74 Moorpark Garden zc MN 1 Traffic congestion N L N 
2-11 Ap3.rtments (San 35 Loss of Agri. land N R N 
Jose)-180 unit 46 Efficient use of 
ap~rtment house on urban land F R N 
6.4 ac. site 2/74 17 Change character of: 
neighborhood N L N 
6 Noise from 
li~~&g, N L N '123 ·--~- ll ~ L N T· .oern~oi.o,>al Bus- SN R N 
iness Park (San ANX 35 Loss of N R N 
Jose) 3 Air R H 
Noise N L N 
:n Demand for public ,;en N R N 
55 Enhances economic 
~,..~~;~,.,0~n°~~r ~· l' R ~ 12 y R 
sc Street closing NP No Project TT~ Tentative Tract !lap RF:" Resolution y Yes TP!' Tentative ldX Annexation N No CUP Cc·ndi tional Use (Use Permit) R Re!!:ional 
zc Zone change F Favorable L Local LDP Land Development Permit M~l Minor Adverse M1tigatable s Severe 
VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not !litigatable. 
PRD rlanned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse M1ti~atable M Minor 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited 
Severe/ Public !;,fn1lcant ~~~fsion Niner Input <ction 
I 
s YU N 
s y N 
·-- -· M N N 
M N 
N 
M N N 
M N N AN 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
N AS-- ---· M N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
~-
M y N WO* 
M N N 
M N N 
s YU N 
~ M y s N 
s N N AN Establishment of M N N ~ssessment Dist. M N N 
M N 
s N 
~ YU . 
u 
SUB 
sc Standard Conditions 
DE: Denied-- Environmental 
DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions 
AC Approved -- special conditions 
' 
s 
H 
H 
I 
Ol 
00 
EIR p 
I. D.# Project Issues 
-Description 
133 EIR 74.:. Telford Smith In- TTM MN 41 Seismic hazard 
06 dustrial Park 14 Soil erosion (Watsonville) -26 5 Runoff 
acre industrial 7 Surface water 
park for lot sale 9 Native 
or build-to-suit 6 Noise 
6/74 2 degrcdation 
X Employment 
31 Demand on public serv. 
55 Increase net revenue 
- -- -
134 EI-51- Couch Warehouse zc SM 25 Groundwater absorption 
79 (W,'l tsonville)- 9 Loss of habitat 
25,000 sq.ft. 3 Air pollution 
warehouse on 8 ac. · 30 Effluent 
site. 1 Traffic 
5 Runoff 
2 Aesthetic degr1•da tion 
5 Flooding 
41 Seismic hazard 
35 Loss of agricultural 
land 
--- ------- -
135 EI-15- Fire training RES MM 6 Noise impact on nearby 
73 facility(Watson- residential area 
ville)-expand 7 Pollution of surface 
on exist- water 
10/73 hange character of 
neighborhood 
ir pollution 
ire safety 
---- ----- -----
136 Revision of com- RES F ecreational opportun-
prehensive & ity 
recreation oss of native habitat 
(Oakland) ire hazard (reduction) 
ir pollution 
ew pub~_facils. needed 
Map sc Street closing Tentative RES Resolution Tentative 
Conditional Permit) 
Zone change F Favorable 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse 
VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not 
PaD Planned Res1dential Development SM Severe Adverse 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not 
IS WORKSHEET 
Mitl.ga- Other Severe/ Public 
tion Agency Niner Input 
y L y M N 
y R N M N N 
y L N s N N 
y R M N N 
N R N M N N 
N L N s N y X 
y R N M N y 
F' R N M N N 
y R N M N N 
F R N M N N 
----------
y R N M N N a:>ending 
y R N M N N annexa-
y R N M N N tion de-
y R N M N N termina-
R N M N N tion) 
N R N M N N 
N R N M N 'i p 
N L N s y y 
N L y s N N 
N R N s y N 
-·----"~ 
y L N M N N AN 
y R N M N N 
No delay in 
N :. N G N N roject. 
y R y M N N 
F R N.A. s N N 
--
F R N s N F 
y R N M N N 
F R y M N 
N N M N 
M N 
R N M N 
R N M N 
NP No Project u 
y Yes SUB 
N sc Standard Conditions 
R Regional DE: Denied-- Environmental 
L Local DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
s Severe AN Approved -- no 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions 1'1 AC Approved -- special conditions SOL 
s 
N 
N 
y 
R 
R 
R N 
R N 
---
N s 
1.0 
R N s 
F N s 
R N M 
y R N M 
N R N M 
N R N M 
---
N M 
M 
M 
L M 
R M 
N 
NP 
SOL 
H 
H 
i 
--.J 
0 
EIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Samp- I. D.# Froject Discretion Overal Issues 11 !.tip;a- Region- Other 
le if ar;,· Action Impact Cod€ Description tion al/Loc, Agency 
141 Duffel Office Bldg. CUP MN 41 Seismic hazard y R N (Oakland)-10 story 2 Shading of park N R N 
office bldg, 44 Construction nuisance N L N 
250,000 sq.ft. on 3 Air quality N R N 
1 ac. site. 7/74 41 Block view to N R N 
1 Increase in tra N L N 
1-· 
142 Pine Woods Terrace PUD MM 2 Tree removal N R N (Oakland)-36 SFU 3 Air N R N 
on 570,000 sq.ft. 18 Fire y R y 
site 44 Construction Nuisance N L N 
5 Runoff y R N 
9 Loss of vegetation y R N 
143 Sequoah Heights 'PUD f--r7 ---MN 'Permanentalterit.ion-
(Oakland)-180 SF in land form N R N 
attached dwellings 9 Loss of vegetation N R N 
on 60 ac. site 44 Construction nuisance N L N 
9 Loss of wildlife habit. N R N 
19 Erosion y L N 
3 Air quality N R N 
11 Loss of open space N R N 
1 Traffic y L N 
14 School crowding y R N 
f-- f-· -----
144 19th & Franklin St. CUP for MN 1 Encourages use vf cars 
Parking Structure public downtown N R N (Oakland)-addition project 3 J.ir pollution N R N 
of structure to 50 Disruption of prime 
existing parking office/commercial 
lot (344 new spaces space N R N 
2 Disrupt views fr0m 
adjoining pro?crty N L N 
TTl'! Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing NP No Project RES Resolution y Yes TPM Tentative Parcel Kap N No CUP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) R Regional 
zc Zone change F Favorable L Local LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse M1tigatable s severe VAR Variance I'!N Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Miti~atable I'! Minor 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not M1t1gatable SOL Solicited 
Severe/ Public Applicant Project Comment Niner Input Action Decision 
M N N WO 
I 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N AS 
M N N 
M YU y 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
·----- ---
M y N AS 
M y N 
M y N 
M y N 
M y N 
M y N 
M y N 
M 'i N 
M y N 
M y N AC Applicant was 
M y N 
Catter & 
Co. 
M N N 
M YU N X 
u Unique 
SUB Substantive 
sc Standard Conditions I DE Denied-- Environmental 3easons 
DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions 
AC Approved -- special conditions 
Stop Market 
146 I Ranch 
Assessment Dist~ 
(Vallejo)-creation 
of assessment dist. 
as first in 
109 ac. 695 
development. 
Ditz-Crane Subdi-
p 
\Economic use 
Adverse 
Minor Adverse Not 
Severe Adverse M1 
SN Severe Adverse Not 
inducement 
IS 
!': itip;a-
F R 
F L 
y R 
N R 
y R 
.i.'t R 
y R y R 
F R 
F R 
& 
y L 
due 
R 
N R 
N R 
y R 
y I R 
N I 
N M I DE 
N 
N M N 
M N 
N M N 
N M 
N M y 
N 
N M 
N s N N 
N s N N 
N M y N 
N s YU N P' 
N M YU N 
I N M 
I s 
N s 
N 
N 
N 
N 
AC 
H 
H 
N 
EIR SAMP 
Sarnp- I.D.i/ Project Discretion Overal Issues 
le II ary Action Impact CodE Description 
-148 Sand~l~er Point TTM SM 3 Air quality 
Units ,3,&4 5 Storm drainage (Vallejo)-383 SFU 1 '"'YLcid"' water quality 
on 75 ac. runoff 
41 Seismic hazards 
58 Soil 
9 Loss of native 
21 Construction noisE' 
31 Demand for public 
14 
services - general 
Schools 
'1."49 1-· -- ~---------- -< ~~~y~~wn Subdivision TTM SM 22 Construction dust 
-725 unit 19 !Erosion 
91 ac. (mult. & SFD 9 ~oss of vegetative 
6/73 cover 
(MISSION TRAILS) 3 1\ir 
9 oss of habit. 
5 Runoff 
21 "?onstruction noise 
14 School 
24 ~~~~~· mix of housing 1 
150 Redwood Village PUD, zc MM 3 lt'ir •li OPvPlnnmPn?(Vallejo TTM X ~ind on resi-450 ~·on 34 ac. dents 
58 ~oil 
41 Seismic hazard 
19 !Erosion 
5 pownstream flooding 
29 ~oss of fragile eco-
system 
31 pemand on public 
facilities 
sc Street closing TTM Tentative Tract Map RES Resolution 
'::PM Tentative 
CUP Conditional Use (Use Permit) 
zc Zone change F Favorable 
LDP Land Development Permit ~>;M Minor Adverse Mitigatable 
VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
FRD Planned Res~dential Development SM Severe Adverse N1t1/2:atable 
FCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable 
IS WORKSHEET 
' 
MHip;a- Reg!.on- Other Severe/ Public !Af~~i~~t ~~~i:~~!l Comment tion al/Loc. Agency Minor Input 
N R N M N AC 
y R N s N IX 
'i R N M N N 
y L N M N 
y L N M N N 
N R N s N N IX y L N M N N X 
N R N M N N 
y R ~-~- N N ------ ·-
y L N M N N X AC 
y N s N N X 
N R N M N N 
N R N M N N 
N R N M N N 
N L N s y 
L N M N N X 
y R N s y N 
N R N M YU N 
y L N M N N pc 
-
'l R N M N N AC 
y L N M N I N y L N M N N ~ y L N M N y R N M N ~ y R N M N N 
y R N s N N IK 
y R N M YU N 
NP No Project u 
y Yes SUB 
N No sc Standard Conditions 
R Regional DE Denied-- Environmental 2easons 
L Local 00 Denied -- Other Reasons 
s Severe AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard conditions M Minor AC Approved -- specia} conditions SOL Solicited 
H 
H 
I 
-...J 
w 
• 
EIR p ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
li:mr I. D.# Project D1scretlc:. Overal Issues l'• i tlp;a- i;~~t~~: Other Severe/ ary ActJ.on Impact CodE Description tion Agency Minor 
151 10 Lot residential TTM MM 35 Agricultural Lar:d N R N M 
subdivision on 1 ac 3 Air N R N M 
Packwood Estates 7 l'li'lter N R y M 
(Visalia) 10 Noise on users N L N M 
5 Runoff nuisance N L N M 
1 Traffic con N L N M 1---- -- 1-------
152 Certain-Teed zc MM 35 }\gr Land N R N M 
Products/Fiberglass CUP 3 ~~li y R y M Insulation Man. X N R N M 
Plant (Visalia) 1 ~raffic congestion N L N M 
·----~-- --
----
153 lc 0
'[if zc & MM 35 !Agricultural land N R N M Shopping es PUD 21 onstruction noise N L N M 
Professional offs. 22 onstruction dust N L N ).! 
anl residential dev 1 Traffic N L N M 
17.01 acres. 6 !'Ioise on adja-
(Visalia) cent propertius N L N M 
51 ~ighting impact upon 
adjacent propurties N L N M 
-c-----------~-- 1- -
154 NcCreary Subdivi- TTM MM 3 ~ir quality N R N M 
sion 32 S.F.R. on 9 Vegetation N L N M 
7. 7 acres (Visalia) 11 Loss of open space N L N M 
58 Soil compaction N L N M 
f--- ----- f--- 1---- ·--------~----
155 Jenan Mobile Home CUP MM 3 Air quality N R N M Park-93 units on 5 Runoff N L N M 
19.5 acres 9 Vegetation y R y M (Visalia) l 7raffic congestion y L N M 
5 Hater course y R y s 
9 Wildlife y R y M 
X Economic Impact N L N M 
TTM Tentative Tract (Subdivision) Map sc Street closing NP No Project RES Resolution y Yes TPM Tentative Parcel Map N No ~~P Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) R Regional zc Zone change F Favorable L Local L&P Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse s Severe VAB Variance MN Minor Adverse Not 
PRD Pla~ed Residential Development SM Severe Adverse :1~~ M Minor 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not olt.6atablQ SOL Solicited 
PLtblic IAr~~i~~t ~~~t:~~n Collllllent Input 
N AN 
N N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
N N 
--
N N 
N N 
N y 
N N 
N N Traffic control 
N N Landscaping 
N N 
N N X 
N N X 
N N 
--·--
N N AC Soils tests 
N N 
N N 
N N X 
-
N N AS 
N N 
y y 
y y 
y y 
N y 
y N 
u 
SUB 
sc Standard Conditions 
DE Denied-- Environmental 
00 Denied -- Other 
AN Approved -- no conjitions 
AS Approved -- Standard 
AC Approved -- special conditions 
EIR SAMP ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Issues !Htip;a-le Description tion 
156 I 1 Rl. ver v:u.1age-<:tl5 i CUP, I I ji land I N NP N 
N 
N 
N L N s y y 
11 Loss of open space N R N s 
30 Sewer capacity - trunk 
line N L N s y y 
---- -------------- ---- -
1571 EA i209 zc MM 19 Erosion y L N M N N I X 
AA 2722 CUP 56 Siltation y L N M N N 
18 Fire hazard y L y M N y 
21 Construction noise y L N M N N I ~ H 22 Construction dust y L N M N N H 44 Construction traffic y L N M N 
I 3 Air quality Y* R-L N M N y 
-.-J 36 Water availability y L N s N y 
""' 
9 Vegetation y L y M N y 
9 Wildlife y R N M N y 
12 Archaeology y R N M N y 
20 Traffic hazards y L N M N y 
20 Accident to users y L N M N y 
16 Vandalism to adjoining 
property y L N M Y-S-U N ~~ 6 Noise from project y L C• N M N N 7 ater quality y L y M N N X Solid waste y L N M N N 
*Car pooling-campfires 
TfH Tentative Tract Map sc Street closing NP 
No Project u 
TPM ~'entatlve RES Resolution 
y Yes SUB 
CUP Conditional Use Permit) ANX Annexation N No sc Standard Conditions 
zc Zone change F Favorable a 
Regional DE Denied-- Environmental ~P~sons 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable L 
Local 00 Denied -- Other Reasons 
VAll Variance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
s Severe AN Approved --
PRD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse Mitigatable M Minor AS Approved --
conditions 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited AC 
Approved -- special conditions 
H 
H 
I 
-.._] 
lJl 
EIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
' 
Samp- I. D.# Project Discretion Overal Issues M i tip:a- Region- Other 
le # ary Action Impact Cod€ Description tion al/Loc. Agency 
158 Class II-2 cu 11.!1 6 Noise y L N 
Sanitary land fill 9 ~~~i~i~ removal N L N on 13.5 acres 9 N L N 
Miramonte {Fresno 1 Traffic congestion N L N 
18 Fire hazard y L N 
2 Aesthetic degredation N L N 
3 Air quality-local y L N 
2 Litter y L N 
3 Regional air qtlality 
improved-reduced 
mileage N R N 
X Improved access N L N 
7 Water quality N R N 
f--~- _, ______ - ---
159 Johnson Avenue St. RES F 44 Construction nuisance N L N 
widening (SLO) - 20 Pedestrian F L N 
100 foot street 38 Provide F R N 
widening 20 ~ccident 1:ion F R N 
2 ~esthetic degrcdation y R N 
1--- -- -----
160 V0426 Alicita Court Apts CUP MM 50 Provide needed housing F R N (SLO) - 32 one- ll Loss of open space N R N 
bedroom units in 8 1 Traffic congestion N L N 
buildings 31 Demand for pub. servicE N R N 
10 Noise impact on site y L N 
1-- -·-- --
161 V0449 Marqauta Ave. Apt. CUP M.'l 50 Provide needed housing F R N (SL0) - 12 apts. in 11 Loss of open spc;ce N R N 
three buildings 1 Traffic congestion N L N 
31 Demand for service N R N 
10 Noise 011 site y L N 
------- 1-162 Cor0oration RES F 21 Construction noise y L N project 22 Construction dust y L N field) 
- 35 ac. X Improve operations F R N 
vehicle & mainten-
ance yard for City 
Map sc Street closing NP No Project TTM Tentative Tract RES Resolution y Yes TPM Tentative N No CUP Conditional Use (Use Permit) R Regional zc Zone change F Favorable L Local LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse Mitigatable s Severe VAB. "lariance MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
PaD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse M1tigatable M Minor 
PCD Planned Commercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Mitigatable SOL Solicited 
• 
Severe/ Public Applicant Project Collllllent Minor Input Action Decision 
M N X AC ~1tt;v'c~ M M N all 
M N N tions. 
M M N Probably not M M N X 
economically M M N 
M M N X feasible 
M M N X 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N AC 
M y N 
M N N 
M y N 
M YU N X 
---- --- - --
M N N 
M N N Construction not 
M N N [de due water 
M N N lm0ra~or 
M N N 
--------·-----
M N N AN 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
M N N 
-----------
M N N AN 
N N 
M N N 
u 
SUB 
sc Standard Conditions 
DE Denied-- Environmental 
DO Denied -- Other Reasons 
AN Approved -- no conditions 
AS Approved -- Standard 
AC Approved -- special conditions 
H 
I 
EIR SAMPlE ANAlYSIS WORKSHEET 
I.D.I Project Discret~on overal Issues 
ary Action Impact Description 
163 Police Station F nuisance (Bakersfield) 
51,000 sq.ft. polio 
station 
164 I l~o" Street widenina RES Tree removal 
RES 
- 33 
!block addition to 
existing 
rnent area (73 ac. 
9/74 
Communitv Develon-
Tentative 
Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) 
Zone 
Land Permit 
Variance 
Planned Residential Development 
Planned Commercial Development 
F 50 
18 
44 
44 
34 
Street closing 
Resolution 
F Favorable 
Construction nuisance 
Increase noise from 
traffic 
Improved drainage 
traffic circu-
A-""-'-'"' ..... .,. ........... """ .... 
of 
hazard in unac-
buildings 
nuisance 
Construction nuisance 
Rodent mioration dur-
MN Ninor Adverse Mitigatable 
MN Minor Adverse Not Mitigatable 
SM Severe Adverse Mitigatable 
SN Severe Adverse Not Mit1gatable 
' 
Mitip;a-
tion 
y 
N 
N L 
y L 
N L 
N L 
F L 
F R 
F L 
N L 
y I R 
'1 L 
'1 L 
N L 
y L 
F R 
N R 
N L 
F IL 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
NP No 
Y Yes 
N No 
R Jlep:ional 
L Local 
S Severe 
1'1 
SOL 
I 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
I N I 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
s 
M 
M I 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
s 
M 
M 
M 
M 
M 
s 
M 
M 
M 
M 
Pllblic 
Input 
DE 
AN 
AS 
AC 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
!'! 
N 
N 
I N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Conditions 
Environmental 
Other Reason 
no conditions 
Standard 
-- special 
H 
H 
I 
-.....! 
-.....! 
E I R SAMPLE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
Sa;np- I.D.# Project Discretion Overal Issues ~.itl.p;a- Region- Other Severe/ Public Appll.cant Project Comment 
le # ary Action Impact God< Description tion al/Loc. Agency Minor Input Action Decision 
167 B of A Office and RES F 2 Improve blighted area F R N M N N AN 
ret3.il complex 44 Construction nuisance N L N M N N 
(Bakersfield) - X Create jobs F R N M N N 
128,000 sq.ft. off- 1 Traffic congestion N L N M N N 
ice building on 3 Air pollution N R N M N N 
2.5 ac. site. 16 Economic stimulation F R N M N N 
1---e--·-· _,__ ---- 1--·--··--------
!.68 Moons+:one Beach SPA NP 4 Growth inducement N R N M N N AC 
Conjominium (County 17 Change character of 
of SLO) - 26 unit area N R N S N N 
conjo on 1. 77 ac. 5 Drainage N L N S y N X 
2 Block scenic view N R N S Y N X 
--~ -
169 Black Lake Country ZC SN 5 Runoff y R N M N N DE Assume build-out 
Club (County of SPA 9 Loss of vegetation Y R N M N N at 75 units/year 
SLO) - 415 ac. 32 Endangered species y R N M N N 
development with 88 56 Siltation y R N M N N 
ac. i:1 d.u.; 415 19 Erosion y R N S N N 
d.u. total 3 Air quality N R N M N N 
1 Traffic nuisance N L N M N N 
6 Noise Y L N M N N 
25 proundwater overC.raft Y R N S Y N 
35 '-'oss of agric. land N R N M Y N 
49 mpact on limiteC. 
energy resources N R N M N N 
31 Public services in gen. Y R N S Y N 
55 Fiscal burden on city N R N M Y N 
l--+-----t-----·----lr------t----1---.. -- }---·------·· 
170 Tract Bay Ridge Estates TTM SN 11 fLOSS of open space f R N M Y N AC 
1527 (County of SLO) - 1 trraffic N L N M N N 
158 bldg: ~i~e, 54 31 pemand on public srvs. N R N M N N 
ac. subd1v1sJ.on in 4 l:;rowth induc 1~ment N R N M Y N 
Los Osas. 17 hange in character of 
land N R N M Y lx 
7 r;roundwater contamina- 1v 
tion Y .::. Y S Y N r' 
32 Rnil,nm> spe<~ies N R N M Y N lx 
15 ii~g N L Y M Y N 
9 lAss cove N R N S N 
25 oss of N L N S Y N lx . 
i 
street closing NP No Project U 
Till Tentative Tract . Map Resolution y Yes SUB 
TPI1 Tentative 11ap N No sc Standard Conditions 
CUP Conditional Use Permit (Use Permit) R Re~ionsl DE Denied-- Environmental 3easons 
ZC Zone change F Favorable L Local DC Denied -- Other Reasons 
LDP Land Development Permit MM Minor Adverse ,.,.,.., s Severe AN Approved --no conditions 
VAR Variance MN Minor Adverse Not ~g~ '~ '" AS Approved -- Standard conditions 
PBD Planned Residential Development SM Severe Adverse ··~~;:f~;~~'~ M Minor AC Approved -- special conditions , 
PCD Planned Co~ercial Development SN Severe Adverse Not Ml1 •• 5 coav•c SOL Solicited i 
zc 
LDP 
VAR 
PRD 
PCD 
'.:'enteti ve 
Condit ionel 
Zone 
Land 
Variance 
Residential Development 
Commercial Development 
F 
MM 
!IN 
SM 
SN 
R S 
Favorable 
Minor Adverse 
Minor Adverse Not 
Severe Adverse Mi 
Severe Adverse Not 
p IS 
N 
N 
L Local 
S Severe 
M 
SOL 
R 
L 
R 
R 
I R N L N 
M 
s 
N 
Standard Conditions 
Denied-- Environmental 
Denied -- Other Reasons 
Approved -- no conditions 
Approved -- Standard oond 
Approved -- special conditions 
I. D.# 
175 106-75 Soberanes Auto Dis-
Facility 
-LS ac. 
176 
H 
<o..J I 177 104-75 !Arnold Feedlot 
l7a 
179 102-75 I Coastal Hinino 
Tentative 
Variance 
Planned Residential 
Planned Commercial Development 
CUP 
I 
I CUP 
EIR 
Overal 
Impact 
MM 
MM I 9 
SM I 3 
F 
MN Minor Adverse 
SM Severe Adverse 
SN Severe Adverse 
• 
p IS WORKSHEET 
Other !Severe/ 
Ap:ency Niner 
M 
s 
y M 
N N 
N M N N 
M 
M N 
N M 
N 
N 
ILoss of veg. cover I N M 
M 
N N 
y I R 
y I s y y 
quality I I N N N 
N 
MN Minor Adverse Not 
SM Severe Adverse 
SN Severe Adverse Not 
s 
H 
H 
I 
00 
1-' 
185 
zc 
LDP 
VAR 
PRD 
PCD 
Temoleton Sanitarv I 
Tentative 
'l'entati ve 
Conditional 
Zone 
Land 
Variance 
the I 
Planned Residential Development 
Planned Commercial Development 
Discretion 
ary Action 
RES 
!'IN 
E R p 
Overal Issues 
Impact l.lescription 
Eliminate 
hazard 
Provide for 
I I 35 Improve condition 
4 Growth inducement 
22 Construction dust 
44 Construction nuisance 
Favorable 
Adverse 
Minor Adverse Not 
Severe Adverse Mi 
Severe Adverse Not 
B 
L 
IS 
F 
F 
N 
y 
y 
SOL 
WORKSH 
R N 
N 
L N 
R N 
L N 
L N 
• 
Public 
Input 
s 
I M F M N M N 
M N 

